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A b s t r a c t

C o m p l e x  N e t w o r k  P r o b l e m s  i n  P h y s i c s , C o m p u t e r  S c i e n c e

a n d  B i o l o g y  

By

Radu Ionut Cojocaru

There is a close relation between physics and mathematics and the exchange of 

ideas between these two sciences are well established. However until few years 

ago there was no such a close relation between physics and computer science. 

Even more, only recently biologists started to use methods and tools from sta

tistical physics in order to study the behavior of complex system. In this thesis we 

concentrate on applying and analyzing several methods borrowed from computer 

science to biology and also we use methods from statistical physics in solving hard 

problems from computer science.

In recent years physicists have been interested in studying the behavior of com

plex networks. Physics is an experimental science in which theoretical predictions 

are compared to experiments. In this definition, the term prediction plays a very 

important role: although the system is complex, it is still possible to get predictions 

for its behavior, but these predictions are of a probabilistic nature. Spin glasses, lat

tice gases or the Potts model are a few examples of complex systems in physics.

Spin glasses and many frustrated antiferromagnets map exactly to computer 

science problems in the NP-hard class defined in Chapter 1. In Chapter 1 we dis

cuss a common result from artificial intelligence (AI) which shows that there are 

some problems which are NP-complete, with the implication that these problems 

are difficult to solve. We introduce a few well known hard problems from com

puter science (Satisfiability, Coloring, Vertex Cover together with Maximum Inde

pendent Set and Number Partitioning) and then discuss their mapping to prob

lems from physics.
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In Chapter 2 we provide a short review of combinatorial optimization algo

rithms and their applications to ground state problems in disordered systems.We 

discuss the cavity method initially developed for studying the Sherrington- 

Kirkpatrick model of spin glasses. We extend this model to the study of a specific 

case of spin glass on the Bethe lattice at zero temperature and then we apply this 

formalism to the K-SAT problem defined in Chapter 1.

The phase transition which physicists study often corresponds to a change in 

the computational complexity of the corresponding computer science problem. 

Chapter 3 presents phase transitions which are specific to the problems discussed 

in Chapter 1 and also known results for the K-SAT problem. We discuss the replica 

method and experimental evidences of replica symmetry breaking.

The physics approach to hard problems is based on replica methods which are 

difficult to understand. In Chapter 4 we develop novel methods for studying hard 

problems using methods similar to the message passing techniques that were dis

cussed in Chapter 2. Although we concentrated on the symmetric case, cavity 

methods show promise for generalizing our methods to the un-symmetric case.

As has been highlighted by John Hopfield, several key features of biological 

systems are not shared by physical systems. Although living entities follow the 

laws of physics and chemistry, the fact that organisms adapt and reproduce in

troduces an essential ingredient that is missing in the physical sciences. In order 

to extract information from networks many algorithm have been developed. In 

Chapter 5 we apply polynomial algorithms like minimum spanning tree in order 

to study and construct gene regulatory networks from experimental data. As fu

ture work we propose the use of algorithms like m in-cut/ max-flow and Dijkstra 

for understanding key properties of these networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

You are a chief of protocol for the embassy ball. The crown prince instructs you either to 

invite Peru or to exclude Qatar. The queen asks you to invite either Qatar or Romania or 

both. The king, in a spiteful mood, wants to snub either Romania or Peru or both. Is there 

a guest list that will satisfy the whims of the entire royal family?

1.1 Computational Complexity for Physicists

This contrived little puzzle is an instance of a problem that lies near the root of 

theoretical computer science. It is called the satisfiability problem (or SAT) and it 

was the first member of the well know class called the nondeterministic polynomial 

or NP class (in the next section we define a few problems that are in NP, the SAT 

problem being one of them).

Computational complexity is a part of computer science which deals with clas

sifying problems according to the computational resources required to solve them. 

There are two basic classes: the polynomial class (or the P class) and the nondeter

ministic polynomial (or NP) class.

The NP term was introduced in the early 1970's and describes the abyss of in

herent intractability that programmers face as they try to solve larger and more

1
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complex problems. Problems that belong to the nondeterministic-polynomial NP 

class seem intrinsically hard, but after 35 years of attempts nobody proved that 

they are necessarily difficult. Characteristic for the NP class is that if we can guess 

the answer, than we can check its correctness in polynomial time (i.e. efficiently). 

For the above example, the checking procedure is straight forward: given a pro

posed labeling, we just have to substitute the specified invite (or true) and do not 

invite (or false) for the three variables (P from Peru, Q from Qatar and R from Ro

mania) and make sure that the formula is true. There are many examples of prob

lems with competing objectives (like the one above) that appear in both physics 

(e.g. the spin glasses (SG problem)) and in computer science (e.g. scheduling or 

planning). These kinds of problems with many degrees of freedom have been an

alyzed for more than half a century by the computer science community and more 

recently by physicists. The SAT problem is a member of an even more exclusive 

class called NP-complete. Completeness is a key property to the entire set of NP- 

complete problems: if a polynomial time algorithm could be found for any NP - 

complete problem, then the algorithm could be adapted to all problems in NP. The 

SAT problem was the first problem shown by Stephen Cook [46] to belong to the 

NP-complete class.

For the other class, the polynomial class, we say that a problem belongs to 

the P class if it can be solved by a polynomial-time algorithm. Unfortunately, the 

converse assumption is not true: just because no one found a polynomial-time 

algorithm to solve a problem doesn't mean that the problem is not in class P. As 

Hayes [58] states: It remains possible (though unlikely) that we are simply attacking them 

by clumsy methods, and if we could dream up a clever algorithm they would all turn out 

to be easy. There are thousands of other NP-complete problems that are suspended 

in this computational limbo, and in the next section we introduce some of them.

2
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1.2 Examples of key problems from the NP-complete 

class

1.2.1 The SAT problem

An instance of the satisfiability problem is defined in terms of N  Boolean variables, 

and a set of M constraints between them, where each constraint takes the special 

form of a clause. A clause is the logical OR of some variables or their negations. 

The notation that we use is the following: a variable Xj, with i £ {1,2, • • • ,N }, 

takes value in {0, 1} with 1 corresponding to true and 0 corresponding to false; the 

negation of Xj is X{ =  1 — xv A  variable or its negation is called a literal, denoted 

with Ip (i.e llp denotes either X{ or xj). A  clause a, with a £ {1,2, •• • , M ), involv

ing Ka variables is a constraint which forbids exactly one among the 2Ka possible 

assignments to these Ka variables. The clause a is written as Ca = Ip V Ip, ■ • • , V/*-. 

An instance of the satisfiability problem can be written as:

F =  C \ A  C2 A • • • A Cm  (1-1)

called a conjunctive normal form (CNF). Given the formula F, the question is whether 

there exists an assignment of the variables Xj, such that the formula F is true. An 

algorithm solving the satisfiability problem must be able, given the formula F, to 

either answer YES (the formula is then said to be SAT  and provide such an assign

ment), or to answer NO in which case the formula is called UNSAT.

The restriction of the satisfiability problem by requiring that all the clauses in F 

have the same length Ka =  K, is called the K-satisfiability problem (or K-SAT). As 

we already mentioned the satisfiability problem was the first problem shown to be 

NP-complete. For Ka < 2 the problem is solved in polynomial time but for Ka > 3 

the problem belongs to the NP-complete class.

3
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An optimization problem is associated to the decision version of satisfiability: 

given a formula F, one is asked to find an assignment which violates the smallest 

number of clauses. This is called the M AX-SAT  problem.

1.2.2 The Coloring Problem

The Graph Coloring problem is a well known problem in combinatorics and in 

statistical physics. The problem is simply stated but is very difficult to solve either 

analytically or numerically. Given a graph, or a lattice, and given a number q of 

available colors, the problem consists in finding a coloring of vertices such that no 

edge has the two ending vertices of the same color. The possibility of finding such 

a solution, depends on the way the graph is constructed and also on the number 

of colors. The minimally needed number of colors is the chromatic number of the 

graph.

In modem computer science, graph coloring is taken as one of the most widely 

used benchmarks for the evaluation of algorithm performance. The interest in col

oring stems from the fact that many real-world combinatorial optimization prob

lems have component sub-problems which can be easily represented as coloring 

problems (for example, a classical application is the scheduling of registers in the 

central processing unit of computers). The q-coloring problem of random graphs 

is an active field of research in discrete mathematics and represents the natural 

evolution of the percolation theory initiated by Erdos and Renyi in the 50's [33].

One point of contact between computer science and random graph theory 

arises from the observation that for large random graphs, there exists a critical 

average connectivity beyond which the graphs become uncolorable with probabil

ity going to one as the graph size goes to infinity. The precise value of the critical 

connectivity depends on the number of allowed colors and on the ensemble of 

random graphs under consideration. Graphs generated close to, but below their

4
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critical connectivity are hard to color.

1.2.3 Vertex Cover and Maximum Independent Set

In order to have a more intuitive understanding for defining the vertex cover (VC) 

problem we will use an example in the same way we did for defining the satisfia

bility problem. Imagine that a director of a museum situated in a large park with 

numerous paths wants to put guards on crossroads to observe any path, but in or

der to economize costs the director has to use as few guards as possible. Let N be 

the number of crossroads and let X  < N  be the number of guards. Then there are 

possibilities of placing the guards, but most configurations will lead to unob

served paths. Deciding whether there exists any perfect solution, or finding one, 

can take a time that grows exponentially with N.

The mathematical formulation of the VC problem can be stated as follows: Con

sider an undirected graph G =  (V ,E ) with N vertices i £ V  =  1,2, • • • ,N  (the 

crossroads in our example) and edges (i , j ) G f C V x V  (the paths in the consid

ered example). A vertex cover is a subset Vvc C V  of vertices such that for all edges 

(■i , j ) £ E there is at least one of its endpoints i or j  in Vvc (the path is observed). 

We call the vertices that are in Vvc covered, whereas the vertices in its complement 

V \  Vvc are called uncovered. The decision version is whether a VC of fixed cardi

nality exists or not.

Maximum independent set is trivially related to the minimum VC. First we de

fine the independent set as a subset of vertices which are pairwise disconnected in 

the graph. Any set V \  Vvc thus forms an independent set, and maximal indepen

dent sets are complementary to minimal vertex cover.

5
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1.2.4 Maximum Cut

In order to define the Max Cut we first need to define the notion of a cut. In graph 

theory, a cut is a partition of the vertices of a graph into two sets. More formally, 

let G (V,E) denote a graph. A cut is a partition of the vertices V into two sets S and 

T. Any edge (i , j ) G E with i G S and ; G T (or i G T and j  G S, in case of a directed 

graph) is said to be crossing the cut and it is called a cut edge. The size of a cut is the 

total number of edges crossing the cut. In weighted graphs, the size of the cut is 

defined to be the sum of weights of the edges crossing the cut. If we consider non

negative weights Wjj = Wji on the edges (i , j ) G E, the maximum cut problem Max 

Cut is that of finding the set of vertices S that maximizes the weight of the edges in 

the cut (S ,T ) that is, the weight of the edges with one endpoint in S and the other 

in T = S. For simplicity, we usually set Wij = 0 for (i , j ) E and denote the weight 

of a cut by w (S ,T ) =  YLieS,jeTwij- The Max Cut problem is one of the Karp's 

original NP-complete problems [64] and has long been known to be NP-complete 

even if the problem is unweighted; that is, if =  1 for all (i , j ) G E [46]. The 

Max Cut problem is solvable in polynomial time for some special classes of graphs 

(e.g. if the graph is planar [54]). Besides its theoretical importance, the MAX CUT 

problem has applications in circuit layout design and statistical physics [8].

1.2.5 Number Partitioning

The number partition problem (N PP ) is another problem of Garey and Johnson's 

[46] six basic NP-complete problems that lie at the heart of NP-completeness. It is 

defined as follows: given a sequence of positive real numbers a\, «2, —/ the NPP 

consists of partitioning them into two disjoint sets A i,A z  such that the difference 

I YjdjCAi aj ~  HcijZAz aj \ is minimized. Despite its simplicity, the NPP  was shown to 

belong to the N P -complete class.

6
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Figure 1.1: Vertex Cover instance resulting from the 3 — SA T  instance

The decision version of NPP is: given a fixed k determine if there is a partition 

of A  =  A \ U A 2 such that

| £  a, -  £  a , \< k  (1.2)
UjSAi  cij(EA2

The four problems that we defined in this section (SAT, Coloring, VC and NPP) 

are among the six celebrated and most used problems in proving NP-completeness 

(the other two are the traveling salesman problem TSP and Hamiltonian circuit 

HC).

1.3 Mappings

In this section we use the reduction methodology to provide NP-completeness 

proofs for some of the problems discuses above.

1.3.1 Mapping 3-SAT to VC

The proof of the NP-completeness of the vertex cover problem works by reducing 

3 — SAT  to VC  in polynomial time. First, we show VC e  NP: It is very easy to

7
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decide for a given subset V' of vertices, whether all edges are covered, i.e. whether 

V' is a vertex cover, by just iterating over all edges. Hence, it remains to show 

that 3 — SAT  is polynomially reducible to VC. Let F =  QA, • • • , Cm be a 3 — SAT  

formula with variables X =  X \ ,  ■ ■ ■ , xn and Cp =  lp V lp V lp for all p where each 

literal is a variable {llp =  X j )  or a negated variable (Vp = X j ) .  We have to create a 

graph G and a threshold K, such that G has a VC  of size lower than or equal to K, 

iff F is satisfiable. For this purpose, we set:

(i) Vx =  { v \ ,v l r  • • ,v n,v n} with (| Vi |=  2n) and Ex =  

{ (v i,V i) ,(v 2 ,V2 ) , "  • ,(v n ,v n)}, i-e- for each variable occurring in F we create 

a pair of vertices and an edge between them. To cover the edges in Ex, we have to 

include at least one vertex per pair in the covering set. In this part of the graph, 

each cover corresponds to an assignment of the variables with the following idea 

behind it: If variable Xj =  1, then should be covered, while if X{ =  0 then vj is to 

be covered.

(ii) For each clause in F we introduce three vertices connected 

in a triangle: V2 =  {a\, a\, a\, a\, a\, a\, •• • ,(4 n 'am 'am} and £2 =

{ )/ (®i/ )/ (®j/ )/ (®2' ^2 )' (®2' ^2 )' (®27 ^2 ) ' '  ' (®m/ }■

For each clause, we have to include at least two vertices in a VC. In a cover of

minimum size, the uncovered vertex corresponds to a literal which is satisfied.

(iii) Finally, for each position i in a clause p, vertex alp is connected with 

the vertex representing the literal llv appearing at that position of the clause: 

E3 =  {a^Vj  | p = 1, • • • ,m; i = 1,2,3 i f  llp = Xj} U {alp,Vj \ p = 1, • • • ,m; i =

1,2,3 i f  lp — Xj} Hence, E3 contains edges each connecting one vertex from Vj 

with one vertex from V2.

(iv) The graph G is the combination of the above introduced vertices and 

edges: G =  (V, E), V =  Vx U V2, E =  Ex U E2 U E3.

(v) For a SAT formula, the size of the minimum vertex cover con-

8
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1

/ / 3\

/

/ 2 3\
/ \  

/ 2  3\

Figure 1.2: Vertex Cover instance resulting from the 3-Coloring instance

structed has cardinality n +  2m. As a small example we consider 

F =  (xi Vx3 V xj) A (3ci V X2 V x4). The resulting graph G(V,  E) is displayed in 

Fig. 1.1.

1.3.2 Mapping 3-Coloring to VC

In Fig. (1.2) the mapping of the VC problem to 3-Coloring problem is illustrated. 

For each vertex of the square we introduce a sub-lattice with size 3 (i.e. a triangle); if 

we would like to color the square with q colors, then at each vertex of the square we 

would introduce a clique of size q. Each of these triangles (or cliques) correspond 

to one color. In order to ensure that two neighbors are never colored the same, we 

connect these two nodes with an edge. We continue this process for each of the 

four cliques/triangles and if we can find a MIS with size equal to the number of 

nodes in the lattice, then our original square is colorable. If not, the cost function 

(energy) is equal to the number of uncolorable sites.

9
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1.4 Mapping of NP-complete problems to statistical 

physics

One of the main goals for an optimization problem is to find the configuration of 

variables to minimize (maximize) a multi-variable function. A combinatorial opti

mization problem corresponds to the case when the variables take only discrete val

ues under some combinatorial constraints. The function that we want to minimize 

(maximize) f ( x X i , ..., xn) is called the cost function. The principal goal of statisti

cal mechanics is to understand the macroscopic properties of many-body systems 

starting from the knowledge of interactions between microscopic elements. As an 

example we can consider the case of water which can exist in three different states: 

vapor (gas), water (liquid) or ice (solid) which look very different from each other 

although the microscopic elements are the same molecules of H2O. Macroscopic 

properties of these three phases are quite different from each other because inter- 

molecular interactions drastically change the macroscopic behavior according to 

external conditions like for example temperature or pressure.

1.4.1 The SAT problem

In order to map the K — SA T  problem onto random diluted systems we introduce 

spin variables Si — 1 if the Boolean variable X[ is true and S\ — —1 if the Boolean 

variable %i is false. The structure of the clauses is taken into account by an M x M 

quenched matrix Q. =  —1(1) if *;(*/) belongs to clause I and 0, otherwise. Then, 

the energy cost function (the number of violated clauses) is given by:

M N
E[C/ S] =  £ ^ C i.S ,-X )  (1.3)

1=1 i= 1

10
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subject to the constraints Q,S, — K and Cj = K, I = 1 . . .  M. The 

symbol S denotes the delta function. The energy cost turns out to be equal to the 

number of violated clauses in that the quantity Y4 L1 Q,S; equals K if and only if all 

the Boolean variables in the clause I take the values opposite to the desired ones, 

i.e if the clause itself is false. The constraints ensure that the number of Boolean 

variables in any clause is exactly K. From a physical point of view, the K-SAT en

ergy function is similar to the Hamiltonian of spin glasses. These systems, char

acterized by a frozen-in structural disorder, have been intensively studied in the 

last twenty five years. Spin glasses are materials weakly diluted with magnetic 

ions. The random positions of the ions induce random (in sign and strength) mag

netic interactions. The lack of homogeneity results in an extremely complex en

ergy landscape. In particular, the enormous number of meta-stable states makes 

the low-temperature behavior very unusual and interesting from a fundamental 

point of view. In the K =  3 case, the disorder is induced by the random clauses 

which make the problem more and more frustrated as the ration M /N  increases.

The ground state properties of the cost function given by Eq.(3.8) will reflect 

those of K-SAT (EGS =  0) and MAX-K-SAT (EGS >  0). In Eq.(3.8), K may be in

terpreted as the number of neighbors to which each spin is coupled inside a clause. 

In Chapter 3 we study the ground state properties of the cost function (3.8) using 

the replica approach and in Chapter 4 we develop a novel geometrical technique 

which turns out to be much simpler than the replica technique.

1.4.2 Coloring

From the physics point of view, the ^-coloring problem corresponds to the ground 

state configuration of a Potts anti-ferromagnetic with q-state variables [114], [12]. 

For most lattices such a system is frustrated and displays all the equilibrium and

11
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out-of-equilibrium features of spin glasses. The Hamiltonian is,

E =  E M v ; (1.4)

where bq — 1 (0) if an edge is present (absent) between sites i and j. The Potts 

anti-ferromagnetic is an example of a physical system with geometrical frustration 

[114]. Optimizing the color configuration with q colors is equivalent to finding the 

ground state of the q-state Potts anti-ferromagnetic on the same graph.

1.4.3 Spin Glasses

Spin was first discovered in the context of the emission spectrum of alkali met

als. In 1924 Pauli introduced what he called a two-valued quantum degree of freedom 

associated with the electron in the outermost shell. This allowed him to formu

late the Pauli exclusion principle, stating that no two electrons can share the same 

quantum numbers. Spin glasses (also called amorphous magnets) are magnetic 

substances in which the interaction among the spins is sometimes ferromagnetic, 

sometimes anti-ferromagnetic.

The rigorous formulation of the Ising spin glass problem is the following: we 

have N variables s* where s, can take only two values: +1 or —1 (Ising spin); for a 

given set of J q  we are interesting in minimizing the function:

The function H is called the cost function or the Hamiltonian (or energy). From the 

point of view of complexity theory this problem is NP-complete [7], which means 

that very likely there is no algorithm that can find the minimum (called the ground 

state) in polynomial time.

^ / { s }  — y~l J i i s i s i (1.5)
i>j

12
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sa

Figure 1.3: Frustration in a square lattice: on the left hand side an unfrustrated 
plaquette is shown while on the right hand side a frustrated plaquette is shown.

A spin glass has two properties: frustration and quenched disorder.

The term frustration refers to this inability to satisfy all the bonds To illustrate 

the physics of frustration, consider a two-dimensional Ising model on a square lat

tice with nearest-neighbor couplings Jq which can take on only the values ± /. We 

examine its energetics at a level of a single square of 4 spins and their 4 mutual 

couplings. Such an elementary unit of lattice is called a plaquette. If the number of 

negative bonds is even, then it is always possible to find a pair of spin configura

tions which satisfy all the bonds. One simply chooses one of the spins to be, for 

example up and then move, say, clockwise around the loop determining the value 

of the next spin to be that of the previous one multiplied by the sign of the bond 

connecting them. Then there will be no conflicting instructions coming from the 

originally-fixed spin when we get all the way around the loop to the starting point 

again.

If the number of negative bonds is odd like in Fig. (1.3), there will be a conflict 

when one gets all the way arround the loop. The bond connecting the last spin and 

the originally fixed spin will not be satisfied. If one tries to satisfy it by flipping 

either of these two spins, one will break another bond instead.

13
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In frustrated systems the individual entities that construct the model (spins, for 

the spin glass system) feel some sort of frustration in the literal sense. Toulouse 

[107] introduced the concept of frustration for this plaquette that is specific to spin 

gasses. In mathematical terms, quenched disorder is harder to analyze than its 

annealed counterpart since the thermal and the disorder averaging play very dif

ferent roles. In fact the problem is so hard that few techniques to approach it are 

known, most of them relying on approximations. The most used is replica theory 

(which we describe in Chapter 3), a technique based on a mathematical analytical 

continuation (known as the replica trick) which although it gives results in accord 

with experiments in a large range of problems, is not a rigorous mathematical pro

cedure and is still the subject of research.

If we perform for example a Monte Carlo simulation on quenched disordered 

systems we have to overcome large energy barriers between the various minima. 

As a consequence, the relaxation times become very large and it is well known 

in the community of computational physicists that investigating disordered sys

tems at equilibrium is almost impossible for large systems. So an important aspect 

is that the system size has to be relatively small. Another important observation 

known as "large sample-to-sample fluctuations" is that different samples, i.e. dif

ferent disorder realizations can have completely different properties. This obser

vation originates in the lack of self-averaging in some physical observable so we 

can have rare events {i.e. disorder configurations with small probability) that have 

strong impact on averaged quantities like susceptibilities or autocorrelations. So 

when disordered systems are investigated we have to sample a huge number of 

disordered configurations and to be modest in system size.

Ising spin glasses map to one of the optimization problems defined in the pre

vious section, namely Max-Cut [8]. Of course, due to the completeness property, a 

spin glass can be mapped to all other NP-complete problems so finding a solution

14
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to one of them would solve the Ising spin glass problem.

1.4.4 Number partitioning

A partition can be encoded by Ising spins s, =  ±1 : sz- =  1 i f  a, <G A \ and s, =  — 1, 

otherwise. So, we search for the Ising spin configurations s =  (si,S2, ...,sw) that 

minimizes the energy or cost function:

E(s) =  lX > ;s;l (16)

Despite its simplicity, the NPP  was shown to belong to the N P -complete class no 

deterministic polynomial algorithm that solves all the instances of this problem in 

polynomial time, is currently available. The fact that the NPP  problem is frustrated 

can easily be understood by squaring Eq.(1.6), so that the problem of minimizing 

the energy E becomes equivalent to finding the ground state of Ising Hamiltonian:

H =  E2 =  i ^ E ‘,i,im  <L7)
i j>i

In statistical mechanics, this is an infinite range Ising spin glass with Mattis-like, 

anti-ferromagnetic couplings /,-y =  — fljfly [44],

1.4.5 Maximum Independent Set and Vertex Cover

Maximum independent set (MIS) is a problem of broad interest in both the statisti

cal physics and computer science communities. Finding a maximum independent

set MIS, or the minimum vertex cover MVC to which it is trivially related, is one

of the six fundamental NP-complete problems [46], and is NP-complete even on 

planar graphs.

As we already defined in the previous section, an independent set (IS) in a

15
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graph is a set of vertices such that no two independent sites share an edge. The 

MIS is an IS that contains the maximum number of sites [46]. In statistical physics, 

an MIS corresponds to the maximum packing state of a hard core lattice gas [56]. 

The hard core lattice gas Hamiltonian for the MIS is

H  =  (L8)
ij i

where n* =  1 if a site is part of the MIS and n; =  0 if a site is part of the minimum 

vertex cover MVC. In order to find the MIS, we take the limit /  —> oo to ensure that 

no bond has an MIS site at both of it's ends and czy =  1 if a bond exists between 

sites i and j. The chemical potential weights the cardinality of an independent 

set. In order to find the MIS, we take the limit —> oo, with jS =  1/fcgT fcg being 

the Boltzmann's constant and J / } i  —> oo to ensure that the independent set (hard 

core) condition is preserved. Here /3 =  1 /kg T  where /eg is Boltzmann's constatnt 

and T is the temperature.

1.5 Novel Techniques for Attacking NP-C Problems: 

The Satisfiability Problem on a DNA computer

Remarkably, the new computer science predicts that quantum computers will be 

able to perform certain computational tasks in phenomenally fewer steps than any 

conventional classical computer. Moreover, quantum effects allow unprecedented 

tasks to be performed, such as teleportation of information, breaking supposedly 

unbreakable codes, generating true random numbers, and communicating with 

messages that expose the presence of eavesdropping.

Although attacking NP-complete problems using quantum computing is not 

our focus of research in this thesis, it is worth mentioning that Lidar [73] devel-

16
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oped an algorithm which allows one to construct a superposition of qubit states, 

such that each state uniquely codes for a single configuration of Ising spins. A 

central feature of the algorithm is that the quantum probability of each state in the 

superposition is exactly equal to the thermodynamic weight of the corresponding 

configuration. When a measurement is performed, it causes the superposition to 

collapse into a single state. The probabilities of measuring states are ordered by the 

energies of the corresponding spin configurations, with the ground state having 

the highest probability. Therefore, statistical averages needed for calculations of 

thermodynamic quantities obtained from the partition function are approximated 

in the fastest converging order in the number of measurements. Unlike Monte 

Carlo simulations on a classical computer, consecutive measurements on a quan

tum computer are totally uncorrelated.

Research at the intersection of the biological and computational sciences holds 

the potential to enable a number of important advances for both communities. 

Computational models of cell regulatory networks and biochemical signaling cas

cades are being constructed to elucidate the inner working of living cells. Biol

ogists are utilizing these models to explore the logical implication of alternative 

competing hypothesis, to design drugs that are highly selective for specific targets, 

and to control the behavior of cells in response to external inputs. Similarly, ad

vances in the biological sciences are being used to drive innovation in the design of 

new computing architectures based on biomolecules. The inherent ability of D N A  

and R N A  nucleotides to perform very big computations is being exploited to solve 

hard problems, as outlined in the next section.

1.5.1 The Satisfiability Problem on a DNA computer

Recently, the vast parallelism in molecular computation proved the capability of 

attacking N P -complete problems that have resisted conventional methods. For

17
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molecular computations have been proposed different methods, [3], [74], [11],

[102], [52], [100], [38] few of them being applied experimentally with promising re

sults [3], [100], [52], [37], [53], [39]. The 3 — SAT  problem, became the benchmark 

for testing the performance of D N A  computers, after Lipton [74] demonstrated 

that it was well suited to take advantage of the parallelism specific to molecular 

computation. A group led by Smith [37] used surface-based chemistry to solve 

a four-variable (16 possible truth assignments) instance of the problem. Yoshida 

and Suyama [53] also solved a four-variable instance using a DNA program im

plementing a breadth first search. Sakamoto et al. [35] solved a six-variable (64 

possible truth assignments) problem using hairpin D N A. A  group led by Landwe- 

ber [39] used R N A  to solve an instance of a nine-variable (512 possible truth as

signments) satisfiability problem related to the "Knights Problem" in chess.

In the following we describe an experiment done by Adleman [3]. A 20-variable 

(1,048,576 possible truth assignments) instance of the 3 — SA T  problem is solved 

using a simple D N A  computer. This computational problem is the largest solved 

using non-electronic means. The architecture used is related to the Sticker Model

[103] which uses two basic operations for computation: separation based on subse

quence and application of stickers. We use only separations which are carried out 

using oligonucleotide probes immobilized in polyacrylamide gel-filled glass m od

ules where information-carrying DNA strands are moved through the modules by 

electrophoresis. In the module are kept strands with subsequences complemen

tary to those of the immobilized hybridized probes. By running electrophoresis at 

temperature higher than the melting temperature, the capture strands are released 

from the probes and then transported using electrophoresis to new modules for 

further separations.

We focus on the computational part and we do not emphasize technical de

tails about the experiment. The input was a a formula with 20-variables 24-clause

18
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3-conjunctive normal form

F =  (x3 V x16 V  x18) A (x5 V  X \ 2 V x9) A • • • (x8 Vx7V *15) A (x8 V x16 V Xi0)

In order to make the computation more challenging, this formula was chosen to 

have a unique truth assignment (i.e. a unique solution):

Xi =  F, X2 = T, X3 = F, X4 =  F, X5 = F, x6 =  F, X7 =  T, 

x8 =  T, X9 =  F, x1Q =  F, xn  =  T, X12 = T, X\3 =  F, x ^  =  F,

Xis = T, *16 =  T, X17 =  T, *18 =  F, x19 = F, x20 = F (1.9)

To represent all possible truth assignments, a Lipton encoding [74] was used. For 

each of the 20 variables x^, k — 1, • • • , 20, two distinct 15 base value sequences 

were designed: one representing true (T), X j and one representing false (F), X£. 

Below are shown few examples of sequences written 5' to 3':

X f  = TTA CAC C A A TCT CTT, X[ =  CTC CTA C A A TTC CTA,

X j =  A T T  TCC A A C  A T  A  CTC, Xf =  A A A  CCT A A T  AC T CCT,

X j9 = ACC CAT TAC TAC CAT , X[9 =  ACC CAT TAC TAC CAT ,

Xjo =  AC A C AA A T  A  CAC ATC, X[0 =  C A A CCA A A C  ATA AAC. (1.10)

Each of the 220 truth assignments was represented by a library sequence of 300 

bases consisting of the ordered concatenation of one value sequence for each vari

able. Single-stranded D N A  molecules with library sequences were termed library 

strands and a collection of all library strands duplexed with complements was 

termed a fu ll library. For each of the 40 sequences X^, k = 1, • • • ,20, Z =  T or F,
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5'-end Acrydite-modified oligonucelotides were obtained and used as probes 

during separation operations.

To test the full library, PCR amplifications were run with primer sets:

< X (,  X j >, < X[, X { >, <  Xf, x 'l  >, < X[, X[ > , < X j ,  Xf >,

< X [, X£ > for various k. Gel analysis of the resulting products showed bands 

of the expected lengths as it is illustrated in Fig.(1.5). In Fig.(1.4) it is shown 

the computer consisted of an electrophoresis box with a hot chamber and a cold 

chamber, a glass library module filled with polyacrylamide gel containing cova

lently bound full library, and for each of the 24 clauses of formula F a glass clause 

module filled with polyacrylamide gel containing covalently bound probes and 

designed to capture only library strands encoding truth assignments satisfying 

that clause [101].

The computational protocol that was used is as follows:

Step 1: Insert the library module into the hot chamber of the electrophoresis 

box and the first clause module into the cold chamber of the box. Begin elec

trophoresis. The library strands melt off their Acrydite-modified complements 

in the library module and migrate to the first clause module. Library strands 

encoding truth assignments satisfying the first clause are captured in the capture 

layer, while library strands encoding non-satisfying assignments run through the 

capture layer and continue into the buffer reservoir.

Step 2: Remove both modules from the box. Discard the module from the 

hot chamber. Wash the box and add new buffer. Insert the module from the 

cold chamber into the hot chamber and the module for the next clause into the 

cold chamber.Begin electrophoresis. During Step 2, library strands melt off their 

Acrydite-modified probes in the clause module located in the hot chamber and 

migrate to the clause module in the cold chamber. Library strands encoding truth 

assignments satisfying the clause associated with the module in the cold chamber
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will be captured, while library strands encoding non-satisfying assignments will 

run through the capture layer and continue into the buffer reservoir.

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 for each of the remaining 22 clauses. At the end of Step 

3, the final (24th) clause module will contain only those library strands which 

have been captured in all 24 clause modules and hence encode truth assignments 

satisfying each clause of formula F and therefore formula F itself.

Step 4: Extract the answer strands from the final clause module, PCR-amplify, 

and "read" the answer.

For assigning truth values to variables x-[ and x2q, lfil aliquots of 

10—, 20—, 3 0 -, 40—, 5 0 -, 6 0 - , and 100- fold dilutions of the answer 

stock were PCR-amplified with primer sets:

Gel analysis of the PCR products for 10—, 20—, 30—, 40—, 50-fold dilutions 

showed no bands except for primer set: < X f, Xf0 > ■ These primer sets gave 

only a band corresponding to 300 bp. Based on this, X \  and x 2 o  were assigned 

to be false. Analysis of the PCR products for the 60- and 100-fold dilutions 

showed no bands for any primer set. For assigning truth values to the variables 

x 2 /  x 2 • • • X19, and as a redundant test for the truth value of x 2q ,  a 1^1 aliquot of 

the 50-fold dilution of the answer stock was PCR-amplified with primer sets: 

< X [,X j >, < X[, X[ >, < X[, X Tk > , < X f, X[ > , where k =  2,3, • • • ,20. 

According to Fig.(1.6) gel analysis showed that in each case only one combination 

of primers gave a band and this band was of the expected length, compared with 

the one from Fig.(1.5). On this basis, truth-values were assigned to each variable. 

These experimentally derived truth values corresponded to the unique satisfying 

truth assignment for formula P given by Eq. (1.9).
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To summarize, in this chapter we gave the computer science definition and 

their counterpart in statistical physics version of four optimization problems. 

Many ideas from statistical physics methods (like replica technique and the cav

ity method) have been applied to these problems and will be discussed more de

tailed in the next chapter. On the other hand, methods from computer science 

have proven useful in statistical physics, recent examples being belief propagation 

or exact methods like branch and cut in the study of spin glasses. We also de

scribed a novel procedures to attack the NP-complete problems based on the vast 

parallelism computation feature: an experiment using a DNA computer was in

troduced which illustrates that biological molecules can be used also for distinctly 

non-biological purposes. A minimalistic approach was taken in this experiment: 

a 20-variable instance of a 3-SAT problem was solved using (except during input 

and output) DNA Watson-Crick pairing and melting as the sole operation. Though 

computational theory would predict it, nonetheless it is remarkable that this basic 

molecular interaction could sustain such a complex computation.
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Figure 1.5: Analysis of the full library. Purified full library was PCR-amplified un
der standard conditions for 15 cycles. PCR products were analyzed on 4% agarose 
gels. Lanes 1 and 2 correspond to primer set < X^„ X j > , lanes 3 and 4 correspond 
to primer pair < X y, X j > , lanes 5 and 6 correspond to primer pair < X y , X£ > , 
lanes 7 and 8 correspond to primer pair < X y, X£ > , lanes 9 and 10 correspond to 
primer pair < X^,X^ > , where: (A) k =  11; (B) k =  14; (C) k =  17; (D) k = 
20. Molecular weight markers are on the leftmost lane of each gel.

A B C D E F G
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  1 23 45 67 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 1.6: Readout of the answer: 1 — ^1 aliquots of a 50-fold dilution of the 
answer stock were PCR-amplified under standard conditions for 25 cycles. PCR 
products were analyzed on 4% agarose gels. Lanes 1 and 2 correspond to primer 
set < X y , X j .  > , lanes 3 and 4 correspond to primer pair < Xy ,  X j  > , lanes 5 and 
6 correspond to primer pair < Xy,  X j  > , lanes 7 and 8 correspond to primer pair 
< X[„X^ > where where: (A) k = 2; (B) k = 5; (C) k =  8; (D) k =  11 (E) k =  
14 (F) k = 17 (G) k =  20. Molecular weight markers are on the leftmost lane of 
each gel.
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Chapter 2

Algorithms

There are many useful algorithms in both, the P and NP classes. In this chapter we 

introduce some of these algorithms and some of their connections with statistical 

physics. We also introduce new algorithms for solving (at least approximatively) 

hard problems as they are related to the methods described in Chapter 3 and 4.1n 

Chapter 5 we use these algorithms on applications to gene networks.

Many difficult ground state problems like the Random Field Ising Model 

(RFIM), Spin Glasses in two dimensions, domain walls in random bond magnets, 

arrays of directed polymers or rigidity percolation are only a few problem from 

physics which are exactly solvable in polynomial time.

We present three basic classes of polynomial network algorithms: (i) flow, (ii) 

minimal path and (iii) minimum spanning tree. These algorithms are greedy in the 

sense that the algorithms make the choice which is the best at that time. Greedy 

algorithms solve some problems exactly and provide approximations to hard com

putational problems.
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2.1 Minimum Spanning Tree

A spanning tree T of graph G with N vertices is a connected acyclic subgraph 

that spans all the nodes so the spanning tree has N  — l  edges. Given an undirected 

graph G = (N,E)  with N  nodes and E edges, with each each edge having a weight 

(or cost) Cij with (i , j ) € E, we want to find a spanning tree called the minimum 

spanning tree which has the smallest total weight, measured as the sum of weights 

(costs) of the edges in the spanning tree.

2.1.1 Applications

The minimum spanning tree problem arises in a number of applications: (z) de

signing physical systems, (ii) optimal message passing, (zzz) reducing data storage 

and (iv) cluster analysis. Two applications of minimum spanning tree, namely de

signing physical systems and cluster analysis are now presented.

Designing Physical Systems. We need to design a network that will connect com

ponents of a system that are geometrically dispersed and we are interested in the 

cheapest possible connection, a minimum spanning tree. This problem arises in 

the following settings:

• Connect terminals and cable amongst the panels of electrical equipment in 

such a way to use the least possible length of wire.

• Construct a pipeline network to connect a number of towns using the small

est possible total length of pipes.

• Construct a digital computer system, composed of high-frequency circuitry, 

when it is important to minimize the length of wires between different com

ponents to reduce both capacitance and delay line effects.
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Cluster Analysis

Data points within a particular group of data, or cluster are more closely related 

to each other than data points not in a cluster. Suppose that we are interested 

in finding a partition of a set of n points in two-dimensional Euclidian space into 

clusters. A popular method for solving this problem, which we describe in the next 

section is Kruskal's algorithm. At each intermediate iteration, Kruskal's algorithm 

maintains a forest and adds edges in non-decreasing order of their weight. The 

nodes spanned by the trees at intermediate steps can be seen as different clusters 

and these clusters are often good solutions for the clustering problem. Kruskal's 

algorithm can be thought of as providing n partitions: the first partition contains n 

clusters, each cluster containing a single point, and the last partition contains just 

one cluster with all the points connected in the minimum spanning tree.

2.1.2 Kruskal's Algorithm and Prim's Algorithm

In the following we will describe two algorithms for solving the minimum span

ning tree problem: Kruskal's algorithm and Prim's algorithm. The two algorithms 

are greedy in the sense that at each step the best choice is made. The greedy strat- 

egy generally does not find globally optimal solutions, but it does find the globally 

optimal solution for the minimum spanning tree problem.

Growing a minimum spanning tree.

Assume that we have a connected, undirected graph G =  ( V, E) with a weight 

function w —* R and we want to find a minimum spanning tree for G. The algo

rithm manages a set A  that is always a subset of some minimum spanning tree. At 

each step, an edge (u, v) is determined that can be added to A  without violating 

this invariant, in the sense that A (u ,v ) is also a subset of a minimum spanning 

tree. We call such an edge a safe edge for A , since it can be safely added to A  with

out destroying the invariant. Two notions that we need to introduce in order to
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understand the algorithm are the definition of cut and of light edge.

Definition: A  cut (S, V — S) of an undirected graph G =  (V , E) is a partition of 

V. An edge is a light edge crossing a cut if its weight is the minimum of any edge 

crossing the cut.

Kruskal's algorithm.

Kruskal's algorithm finds a safe edge to add to the growing forest by finding of 

all edges that connect any two trees in the forest, an edge (u,v)  of least weight. 

Let Ci and C2 denote the two trees that are connected by (u,v).  Since (u,v)  must 

be a light edge connecting Ci to some other tree, then (u, v) must be a safe edge 

connecting Q  to some other tree. The total running time of Kruskal's algorithm is 

O(ElgE) [23], page 505 .

Prim's algorithm

Prim's algorithm operates more like Dijkstra's algorithm for finding shortest paths 

in a graph. In Prim's algorithm, the edges in the set A  always form a single tree. 

At each step, a light edge connecting a vertex in A to a vertex in V — A  is added 

to the tree so the algorithm adds only edges that are safe for A. Then, when the 

algorithm terminates/the edges in A  form a minimum spanning tree.

2.2 Shortest Path

In a shortest path problem, we are given a weighted, directed graph G =  (V,E),  

with weight function w —> R mapping edges to real-valued weights. The weight of 

a path p —< vo, V \,. . . ,  > is the sum of the weights of its constituent edges

k
w(p) =  E  W(Vi~ 1/ vi) (Z1)

i = l

We define the shortest path weight from u to v by
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i min{w(p)  : u i—> v}  if there is a path from u to v 

oo otherwise

A shortest path from vertex u to vertex v is then defined as any path p with weight 

w(p) — S(u,v).  Shortest-path algorithms typically exploit the property that a 

shortest path between two vertices contains other shortest paths within it.

Dijkstra's algorithm, named after its discoverer, dutch computer scientist Eds- 

ger Dijkstra, is an algorithm that solves the single-source shortest path problem 

for a directed graph with nonnegative edge weights. For example, if the vertices 

of the graph represent cities and edge weights represent driving distances between 

pairs of cities connected by a direct road, Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find 

the shortest route between two cities.

Dijkstra algorithm is used for finding the minimum path, which works by 

growing outward from the staring node s in a similar way to breadth-first-search 

algorithm [96], [23]. At each step Dijkstra's algorithm chooses to advance its 

growth front to the next unlabeled site which has the smallest distance from the 

starting node. The minimal path problem is closely related to a polymer in a ran

dom medium and hence to growth problems. In the minimal-path problem, one 

chooses the site at the growth front which has the minimum-cost path to the source, 

while in the minimus spanning tree problem one chooses the minimum-cost edge.

The Bellman-Ford algorithm solves the single-source shortest-path problem in 

a more general case when edge weights can be negative. The algorithm returns 

a boolean value indicating whether or not there is a negative weight cycle that is 

reachable from the source. If there is such a cycle, the algorithm indicates that no 

solution exists and if there is no such a cycle, the algorithm produces the short

est paths and their weights. Shortest path provides a first approximation to key 

regulatory paths in gene networks, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.3 Flow Algorithms

In the same way that we can model a road map as a directed graph in order to find 

the shortest path from one point to another, we can also interpret a directed graph 

as a flow netwok. In graph theory, a network flow  is an assignment of flow to the 

edges of a directed graph (called a flow network in this case) where each edge has 

a capacity such that the amount of flow along an edge does not exceed its capacity. 

In addition we have the restriction that the amount of flow into a node equals the 

amount of flow out of it, except if it is a source which only has outgoing flow, or a 

sink which has only incoming flow.

A flow network can be used to simulate traffic in a road system, fluids in pipes, 

currents in an electrical circuit, flow in a porous media or anything similar in which 

something travels through a network of nodes. An important feature of flow algo

rithms is the discreteness imposed by requiring integer flows. In particular, a flow 

of one unit along a path can be used to model a non-intersecting polymer.

We introduce the maximum flow  problem as the simplest problem concerning 

flow networks and it asks what is the greatest rate at which material can be shipped 

from the source to the sink without violating any capacity constraints.

2.3.1 Flow Networks

Consider a graph G( V, E ) with nodes V  and edges E, and special nodes source 

s (in-degree 0) and sink t (out-degree 0), let f ( u , v )  be the flow from node u to 

node v, and c(u, v ) the capacity (maximum flow possible). A network flow is a real 

function /  : V  x V —» R with the following three properties for all nodes u and v:

(i) Capacity constraints: f ( u , v ) < c(u,v).  The flow along an edge cannot ex

ceed its capacity.

(ii) Skew symmetry: f ( u ,  v ) =  —f ( v ,  u). The net flow from u to v must be the
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opposite of the net flow from z? to u.

(iii) Flow conservation: YLveV f i u>v ) =  0/ unless u = s or u =  t. The net flow 

to a node is zero, except for the source, which produces flow, and the sink, which 

consumes flow.

To define the maximum flow we need to introduce two concepts: the residual 

capacity and the augmenting path. The residual capacity of an edge is c j {u ,v) =  

c(u,v) — f (u , v ) .  This defines a residual network denoted Gf(V,Ef ) ,  giving the 

amount of available capacity. Note that there can be an edge from u to v in the 

residual network, even though there is no edge from u to v in the original net

work. Since flows in opposite directions cancel out, decreasing the flow from v to 

u is the same as increasing the flow from u to v. An augmenting path is a path 

(«1, Ui, • • • / Mfc), where u\ =  s, u^ = t, and Cf(uj, Mf+i) > 0, which means it is possi

ble to send more flow along this path.

The max-flow min-cut theorem is a statement in optimization theory about 

maximal flows in flow networks and it states that the maximal amount of a flow 

is equal to the capacity of a minimal cut. Suppose G(V,E) is a finite directed graph 

and every edge (u, v) has a capacity c(u, v ) (a non-negative real number). Further 

assume two vertices, the source s and the sink t, have been distinguished. As we 

already defined, a cut is a split of the nodes into two sets S and T, such that s is in 

S and t is in T, so there are 2 ^ -2 possible cuts in a graph. The capacity of a cut 

(S, T) is the sum of the capacity of all the edges crossing the cut, from the region S 

to the region T: c(S,T) =  LueS,veT\(u,v)eE c(u>v )

Theorem: Min-cut/Max-flow The following three conditions are equivalent:

(i) /  is a maximum flow in G

(ii) The residual network Gf contains no augmenting paths.

(iii) /  =  c(S,T)  for some cut (S, T). At first glance, finding the minimum cut 

looks like a hard problem because it seems to require searching over all possible
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cuts, which is worse than exponential in the number of nods in the graph. How

ever simple polynomial algorithms exist.

In many of the physics applications, the minimum cut is important because it 

corresponds to the interface structure in interface problems, and the domain struc

ture of random magnets. The residual graph contains the minimum cut structure 

which means that it contains information about complex ground states morpholo

gies. The residual graph and its minimum cut structure are used in two additional 

ways: testing the sensitivity of cuts to small perturbations [4] and finding all the 

cuts in degenerate systems [10].

The algorithms that we introduced in Sections 2.1 — 2.3 are useful for solving 

easy {i.e. polynomial) problems. In the next section we introduce algorithms for 

solving approximately hard {i.e. NP-complete) problems.

2.4 Message Passage Techniques

We first explain the principles that describe belief propagation, which is an efficient 

way to approximate inference problems based on passing local messages. Infer

ence problems arise in computer vision, error-correcting codes and last but not 

least in statistical mechanics. We make a survey of inference problems from artifi

cial intelligence, computer vision, digital communications and statistical physics. 

Algorithms of these type are used in Chapter 4.

2.4.1 Brief Survey of Inference Problems

A n example from Artificial Intelligence (AI): Bayesian Networks

In the artificial intelligence literature Bayesian Networks are the most popular type 

of graphical model. They are used in expert systems involving different domains 

like medical diagnoses, heuristic search and so on.
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Figure 2.1: The fictional Asia Bayesian network [72]

We will take an example from medicine. Let us assume that we want to con

struct a machine that automatically gives the diagnosis for patients. For each pa

tient we have information about symptoms and test results and we want to infer 

the probability that a given disease or set of diseases is causing the symptoms. We 

also assume that we know the statistical dependencies between different symp

toms, test results and disease. So let us consider the following example:

(a) A  recent trip to Asia (A) increases the chance of tuberculosis (T); (b)

Smoking (S) is a risk for both lung cancer (L) and bronchitis (B); (c) The pres

ence of either (E) tuberculosis and lung cancer is indicated by an X-ray (X) result;

(d) Dyspnoea (D) can be caused by bronchitis (B) or either (E) tuberculosis 

(T) or lung cancer (L). In Fig. (2.1) each node represents a variable that can be in 

a discrete number of states and call x;- the variable representing different possible 

states of node i. Associated with each arrow is a conditional probability. For exam

ple, p(xi  | Xs) is the conditional probability for a patient having lung cancer given 

that he does or he does not smoke; for this link we say that the S-node is the parent 

of the L-node because Xl is conditionally dependent on x§ according to figure. In 

this example, the overall joint probability that the patient has some combination
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of symptoms, test-results and disease is the product of all the probabilities of the 

parent nodes and all the conditional probabilities:

p(x) = p(xA)p(xs )p(xT | xA)p(xL | x s )p(xB | xs )

p(xE | x T, x L)p(xD | x B/xE)p(xx  | x E) (2.2)

More generally, a Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph of N  random vari

ables X{ that defines a joint probability function:

N
p(x\ ,X2, "  • ,XN) = Y I p (  xi | Parent(xj)) (2.3)

i=1

The goal is to compute certain marginal probabilities (in our case we want to cal

culate the probability that a patient has a certain disease). From a mathematical 

point of view, marginal probabilities are defined in terms of sums over all the pos

sible states of all the other nodes in the system. We refer to marginal probabilities 

that we compute approximately as beliefs and denote the belief at node i by b(xj). 

If we have some information about the nodes (for example we know that the pa

tient does not smoke) then we are able to fix the corresponding variable and we 

don't have to sum over the unknown states of that node. Such a node we call an 

observable node otherwise we call it an hidden node. For small Bayesian networks, 

we can do marginalization sums directly, but unfortunately, the number of terms 

will grow exponentially with the number of hidden nodes in the network. Using 

Belief Propagation algorithms we can compute marginal probabilities, at least ap

proximately, in a time that grows only linearly with the number of nodes in the 

system.
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2.4.2 An Example from Computer Vision: Pairwise Random 

Markov Fields (PRMF)

In computer vision problems [98] we want to infer the details of whatever is out 

there based on the data that we are given. We assume that we observe some quan

tities about the image y*, and we want to infer some other quantities about the 

underlying scene x,-. We also assume that there exists a statistical dependency 

between X; and y, at each position i and we write this as a joint compatibility func

tion <&i(xi,yi) (often called the "evidence" for x;). Nodes i are arranged in a two- 

dimensional grid, and scene variables Xj should be compatibile with nearby scene 

variables Xj, as represented by a compatibility function Yy-(x,, xf), where Yy, con

nects only neighbor positions. The overall joint probability of a scene x,- and an 

image y,- reads:
I

p ( x >y) =  y T l Y (ii)(Xi ' Xi ) T l ® i ( Xi 'y i )  <2 -4)
(*/) *

with Z a normalization constant and the first product is over nearest neighbors {if) 

on the square lattice. Fig. (2.2) shows a graphical description where the filled-in 

circles represents the "observed" image nodes y; and the empty circles represents 

the "hidden scene nodes", x*. Our goal is to calculate the belief b{xf) for all posi

tions i and in this way to be able to infer something about the underlying scene. 

A direct computation of marginal probabilities would take exponential time so we 

need a faster heuristic algorithm like the belief propagation algorithm.

2.4.3 Mapping to Statistical Physics

The PRMF decribed earlier can de transformed into a form which physicists recog

nise. Define the interaction /,y between the variables at neighboring nodes by 

Jij = InY ij(xij) and the field at each node by h fx i )  =  ln4>(x;,yj). If we define
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Figure 2.2: A square lattice Pairwise Random Markov Field

the energy as:

E ( x ) =  ~ Y ^ J i j ( x i x j )  -  J ^ K x i )  (2 -5 )
(O')

and we use Boltzmann's law

p(x)  =  |  Exp ^ (2.6)

where Z is the normalization constant called the partition function, we see that our 

pairwise MRF  corresponds to statistical field theory at T =  1. If the number of 

states at each node is exactly two, the model reduce to the Ising model. For this 

case we change variables from Boolean variables Xj =  0 (1) to spin variables

S{ = — 1 (1) and if we restrict to frj interactions which have a symmetric form

than we have a spin glass energy function [84]:

E (s) =  -  E  Jij Si Sj  ~  E  h ‘ Si (2-7)
(0)
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In the context of the Ising model, the inference problem of computing beliefs 

b(xi) can be mapped onto the physics problem of computing local magnetizations:

mi =  b(si =  1) — b(si =  —1) (2.8)

The magnetization is equal to the marginal probability and the marginal probabil

ity is approximated by the beliefs.

2.4.4 Tanner Graphs and Factor Graphs

In the following we introduce a special type of graph namely fact or graph to repre

sent more than 2-body interactions. A factor graph is a bipartite graph that shows 

how a global function of many variables factors into a product of local functions 

and so goes beyong pairwise interactions [71].

Consider a set of N  discrete-valued random variables X \, X2, • • • , Xjy, and con

sider Xj the possible realizations of random variables X j. The joint probability func

tion factors into a product of functions which has the general form:

f,w = 4n/«(;c«) <2-9>A a

with x =  x\, X2, • • • , Xn and a is an index which labels M functions f  A//b> ■ ■ ■ rfM> 

the function / fl(xfl) has arguments xa that are some subsets of x\, X2, . . . ,  x ^ .  A 

factor graph is a bipartite graph that expresses the factorization structure in Eq. 

(2.9). It has a variable node (which we draw as a circle) for each variable X[, a factor 

node (which we draw as a square) for each function f a, with an edge connecting 

variable node i to factor node a if and only if x\ is an argument of f a. From now on 

we index variable nodes with letters starting with i, j, . . .  and factor nodes starting 

with a, b, ,  Fig. (2.3) presents an example of the factor graph corresponding to
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Figure 2.3: A factor graph representing the joint probability distribution given by 
Eq. (2.10)

p{x 1, x 2, x 3l x±) = ■ ^ f a ( X i >X 2 ) f b { X 2 , X 3/ X 4 ) f c ( x 4 )  (2.10)

The goal is to compute the marginal probability distributions. X{ are the states of 

variable node i; if S is a set of variable nodes then xg denotes the states of the corre

sponding variable nodes. The marginal probability function obtained by marginal

izing p(x)  onto the set of variable nodes S reads:

PsM  = E  p(x) (2.11)
x \ * S

where the summation over x \  x§ indicates that we sum over the states of all vari

able nodes which are not in set S. The belief propagation algorithm is a method 

for computing marginal probability functions [115], [113]. The computed marginal 

probability functions will be exact if the factor graph has no cycles, but the BP algo

rithm is still well-defined and empirically often gives good approximation results 

even when the factor graph does have cycles.
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2.4.5 Standard Belief Propagation

In the next section we explain the standard belief propagation procedure on pair

wise random markov fields. We assume the observed nodes y;- are fixed, write 

4>j(^i) as a short-hand for and focus on the joint probability distribution

for the unknown variables Xf.

p(x ) = \ Y [  #/(*»/ xj) n  (2-12)
(if) i

In the BP algorithm, we introduce variables fttij(xj) which can be intuitively inter

preted as a message from a hidden node i to a hidden node j  about what state node 

/ should be in (Fig. 2.4A). The belief at node i is proportional to the product of the 

local evidence at that node (4>,-(jCf)), and all the messages coming into node i:

bi(xi) = K<t>i(xi) mji(xi) (2.13)
j€N( i )

where K is the normalization constant (the beliefs must sum to 1) and N(i)  is the 

set of nodes neighboring node z(Fig. 2.4B). The message update rule is:

m ij F I  m ki (x i)  (2 -1 4 )
Xi k e N { i ) \ i

and it is shown diagramatically in (Fig. 2.4C). On the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.14) 

we take the product over all messages going into node i except for the one coming 

from node j. Let us consider an example of a network with four hidden nodes like 

the one in Fig. (2.4).
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B

► J - W i W

D

I

Figure 2.4: A. An illustration of the messages passed in Belief Propagation; B. A 
diagramatic representation of (2.13); C. A diagramatic representation of the BP 
message update rules 2.14. The summation symbol indicates that the summation 
is over all the states of node i; D. A pairwise MRF with four hidden nodes.
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The belief at node 1 using the belief propagation rule (2.14) is:

h(xi )  =  l (x i )  =  fcOi(x1) ^ Y 12(x1/X2)02(x2)m32(^2)m42(^2)
*2

=  m ^ X x )  X > 12(*1,X2)<J>2(x2) E ^ M M s M M  (2.15)
X2 X3 X 4

Reorganizing the sums, it is easy to see that the belief at node 1 (Fig. 2.4D) is the 

same as the exact marginal probabilities at node 1:

& i(*i)=fc E K M )  =  Pi(*i) (2-16)
x 2 /x 3, x4

Belief propagation gives the exact marginal probabilities for all nodes in any singly 

connected graph. In this case each message needs to be computed only once which 

means that the whole computation takes a time proportional to the number of links 

in the graph (so the whole computaion takes much less time than the exponentially 

large time required to compute marginal probabilities naively).

The two-node marginal probabilities pij, for two neighboring sites i and j, is 

obtained by marginalizing the joint probability function over every node, except 

the two nodes i and j:

P i j { X i , X j ) =  E K M )  (2.17)
Zi:Zij=(xi,Xj)

The belief equation for the two-nodes belief reads:

bij =  kxpij ( x i , x j )<pi ( x i )(pj ( x j )  J }  m ki ( x i )  f “[  mZ;(x;) (2.18)
k £ N { i ) \ j  l £ N ( j ) \ i

The BP algorithm, as defined in terms of the belief equations (2.13) and (2.18) and 

the message-update rules, does not make reference to the topology of the graph. 

This means that we can implement this algorithm on graphs with loops. On the 

other hand as Pearl warned [98], "if we ignore the existance of loops and permit
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the nodes to continue communicatiing to each other as if the network were singly 

connected, messages can circulate indefinitely around these loops, and the process 

may not converge to a stable equilibrium".

2.4.6 The Free Energy

In this section we introduce the Bethe approximation for the free energy and show 

that the fixed points of the BP algorithm corresponds to the stationary points of 

the Bethe free energy. For two joint probabilities p(x) and b(x),  we can define a 

distance between p(x)  and b(x) [115]:

D ( b ( { x } )  || p ( { x } ) )  = !> ({* })  In (2.19)

Distance D (known as Kulback-Liebler distance) does not have all the properties 

that we normally associate with distances: it is not symmetric and does not satisfy 

the triangle inequality. It is always non-negative and it is equal to zero if and only 

if the two probability functions b(x) and p(x) are equal.

In statistical physics we assume a Boltzmann distribution law:

p ( x )  =  j e ~ Sf 1 (2 .20)

where T is an order parameter that defines a scale of units for the energy, and for 

simplicity we assume T = 1. From Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) we find:

D(b({x})  || p{{x}))  = £  b({x})E({x}) +  £  b({x})  In b({x})  +  InZ (2.21)
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As we mentioned earlier, distance D =  0 (b({x})  =  p({x})  when the quantity

G(b({x}))  = J2b( {x} )E({x} )  + J ^ b ( { x } ) l n b ( { x } )  = U{b({x}))  -  S{b{{x}))
{*} {*}

(2.22)

achives its minimal value

F =  — In Z (2.23)

called the Helmohltz free energy. In statistical physics language terms G, U, S and 

F defined in eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) are called Gibbs energy, average energy, entropy 

and Helmholtz free energy.

2.4.7 The Mean-Field Free Energy

Let us consider the case when joint probabilities have a particularly simple form: 

they are factorized over sites

k m )= n f,i(*i) <2-24>
i

with constraint £;&j(xj) — 1- With this mean-field approximation, the one-node 

beliefs are and the two node beliefs are bitj(xj,Xj) = bj(xj)bj(xj). The energy 

configuration of a pairwise MRF  is:

£({*}) =  (2-25)
(if)

The mean-field average energy and the mean-field entropy are:

U M F { { b i } )  =  -  E E b i { x i ) b j ( x j ) l n x p i j { x i , X j )  -  EE bi(xi) ln4>f(xf) (2.26)
(ij) Xi,Xj i x t
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respectively

S M F ( b i ) =  (2-27)
i *i

The mean-field Gibbs free energy Gmf — Gmf — Smf  is a function of the full joint 

probability distribution while the mean-field free energy is only a function of one 

node belief. Since we know that G lies below G m f  it is reasonable to search for 

that configuration of b/s that minimizes Gmf  which in fact represents the standard 

variational justification for the mean-field theory.

2.4.8 The Bethe Free Energy

In the following we derive Gibbs free energy as a function of both the one-node 

belief bj(xj) and the two-nodes belief ^  (x;, Xj)  which obey the normalization con

ditions Yhxi bi{xi) — J2xi,Xj bi,j(xi,Xj) =  1. In this case the average energy reads:

U = -  ;(*»'*;) ln iPij(x i ' x}) -  Y ^ biix i) ln 4»/(*,■) (2.28)
i j  i

The average energy when computed with the exact marginal probabilities pi(xj) 

and Pij(xj, Xj) will also have this form so if the one-node and two-node beliefs are 

exact, the average energy given by Eq. (2.28) will be exact. We could compute the 

entropy exactly if we could explicitly express the joint probability distribution b(x) 

in terms of the one node and two-node beliefs. For a singly connected graph we 

can do this, case in which the joint probability distribution reads:

ri(jj) b j j ( x i f Xj )

n* H xi)q~
*(*) =  t v  (2-29)
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where q, represents the number of nodes neighboring node i. From eqs. (2.29) and 

(2.27) we have:

SBethe  = ~ E  E  1 n b ij(x»Xj)  +  £(<?,■ -  !) lnfc;(x;) (2.30)
( i ; )  X i , X j  i x{

So for a singly connected graph, the Bethe approximation of both the energy and 

the entropy will have the correct functional dependency of beliefs and the values 

of these beliefs that minimize the Bethe free energy Goethe = G — Sgetge will corre

spond to the exact marginal probabilities. For graphs with loops, the Bethe entropy 

and free energy will be only approximations [42], In contrast to the mean-field free 

energy, the Bethe free energy in general is not an upper bound on the true free 

energy. If we introduce the local energies:

Ef(xf> =  - l n ^ t e )  (2.31)

Eij(xifXj) = -  In^ij{xi,Xj) -  In <&,•(*,•) -  In<£>,•(*/) (2.32)

and using the marginalization constraints we obtain:

U = - E E * i  j (Xi' xt i Ei i (Xi' * 7') + X^» ~  1 ) I ^ b i ( x i ) E i ( x i)  (2.33)
(f j) X i , X j  i X i

which has exactly the same form as the entropy for Bethe approximation where we 

replaced the In terms with the local energy E terms.

The Bethe free energy is equal to the exact Gibbs free energy for pairwise MRF's  

when the graph has no loops so the Bethe free energy is minimal for the correct 

marginals. So when there are no loops the BP beliefs are the global minima of 

the Bethe free energy. It turns out that a set of beliefs gives a BP fixed point in 

any graph if and only if they are locally stationary points of the Bethe free en-
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ergy [113]. The BP algorithm for graphical models with loops is not guaranteed 

to converge but because BP fixed points correspond to Bethe free energy minima, 

one can simply choose to minimize the Bethe free energy directly. Such free energy 

minimizations are slower than the BP algorithm, but at least they are guaranteed 

to converge.

The succes of BP algorithms is exciting because it means that many different 

types of problems that seem difficult to handle, involving graphs with many nodes 

and loops, can actually be handled using efficient and systematically correctable 

algorithms. These algorithms are much faster than Monte Carlo approaches, and 

the approximation to the free energy that they are effectively implementing are 

more accurate than mean-field approximations. These algorithms give a princi

pal framework for propagating, in parallel, information and uncertainty between 

nodes in a network.

In the next section we will show that ideas from BP algorithms combined with 

ideas from statistical physics lead to a new class of algorithms, the survey propaga

tion algorithms which turn out to be very effective in solving NP-complete prob

lems.

2.5 Novel Techniques: Message Passing Algorithms 

and the Cavity Method

For the K-SAT problem, well below the threshold, a generic problem has many 

solutions, which tend to form one giant cluster; the set of all satisfying assign

ments form a connected cluster in which it is possible to find a path between two 

solutions that requires short steps only. So, greedy algorithms and other simple 

heuristics can readily identify a solution by a local search process.

Close to the critical thershold, however, the solution space breaks up into many
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smaller clusters and solutions from separate clusters are usually far apart. Clusters 

that correspond to partial solutions (i.e. satisfy some but not all of the constraints) 

are exponentially more numerous than the clusters of solutions and act as traps for 

local search algorithms.

2.5.1 The Message Passing Solution of SAT on a Tree

Survey propagation finds solutions to many problem instances in this hard region, 

including very large instance that cannot be solved using earlier methods. For ex

ample, for random 3 — SA T  problem and close to the threshold, survey propaga

tion algorithms solve instances up to 107 variables, whereas DPLL algorithms can 

solve instance with usually less than 100 variables. The message passing procedure 

resembles in some aspect the BP algorithm described earlier, but with few differ

ences. The messages sent along the graph underlying the combinatorial problem 

are surveys of some elementary warning messages and are probability distribu

tions parametrized in a simple way: they describe how the Boolean variables are 

expected to fluctuate from cluster to cluster. Once the iterative equations for such 

probability distributions have reached convergence, it is possible to identify the 

Boolean variables which can be fixed and then simplify the problem. The whole 

process is repeated on the simplified problem until a solution is found.

We describe the message passing procedure in the special case in which the 

factor graph is a tree. The algorithm uses elementary messages passed along the 

graph called cavity biases and cavity fields. We use the definition of these two type 

of messages introduced by Braunstein et. al. [17].

The basic elementary message passed from one function) node a to a variable 

node i is a Boolean number uai e  0,1 called a cavity bias. The basic elemntary 

message passed from one variable node; to a function node a is an integer number 

hja called a cavity field.
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In order to compute the cavity field hja, the variable j  considers the incoming 

cavity biases which it receives from all the function nodes b to which is connected, 

except b =  a (so from here the name cavity) and performs the sum:

hja = (  E u b j )  - (  L  ubj] (2-34)
'b£V+(j)\a ' 'b£V-(j)\a '

If; has no other neighbor than a, then hja =  0. In Eq. (2.34) we denoted by V(i) 

the set of function nodes a to which it is connected by an edge, by V+(z) the subset 

of V(i)  consisting of function nodes a where the variable appears un-negated (the 

edge that connects a to i is a full line), and by V-  (i) the subset of V  (i) consisting of 

function nodes a where the variable appears negated (the edge that connects a to i 

is a dashed line).

In order to compute the cavity bias uaj, the function node a considers the in

coming cavity fields which it receives from all of the variable nodes; to which is 

connected, except; =  i. If there is at least one j  G V ( a ) \  i such that hjaJJ < 0 

then uai =  0, otherwise uai = 1. If a has no other neighbor than i, then ufl, =  1. 

Therefore:

««•= n  0 (hi*j}) (2-35)
j€V(a)\i

where d(x) is the step function. Using ideas from survey propagation algorithms 

it was possible to have a more profound picture of the solution space for the SAT 

problem. It was found [85] that there exists two critical regimes for oc. For cl  < 

OLfl «  3.921 the set of satisfying assignment Sm  is connected, that is one can find 

a short path in Sm to go from one solution to any other solution. For ol̂  < oc < 

occ ~  4.267, Sm  becomes divided into subsets which are far apart in Hamming

distance. If we denote with N ci =  exp(£(a)) the number of such clusters and

with Nint =  exp(Sj„f (tf)) the number of solutions within each cluster, then in the 

language of statistical physics, the quantity X] is called the complexity and Sinf the
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a i
V

0

Figure 2.5: A function node a and its neighborhood. The survey of cavity bias 
cab be computed from the knowledge of the joint probability distribution for all 
the cavity-biases in the set U, so those coming onto all variables node j  which are 
neighbors of a, except j  =  i.
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internal entropy. Although there exists in this phase an exponentially large number 

of clusters/each containing an exponential number of solutions, it is very difficult 

to find a solution because of the proliferation of metastable states. A metastable 

cluster is a cluster of assignments which all have the same fixed number say C of 

violated clauses, and such that one cannot find at a small Hamming distance of 

this cluster an assignment which violates strictly less than C clauses.

This clustering phenomenon is particularly difficult to study in random sys

tems but recent progress in statistical physics made possible to develop new meth

ods like the cavity method [85] [86].

2.5.2 The Cavity Method

The cavity method, initially developed to study the Sherington Kirkpatrick model 

of spin glasses [68] is a powerful method to compute the properties of ground 

states in many condensed matter and optimization problems. The method is in 

principle equivalent to the replica method, but has more clearer interpretation that 

allows to determine solutions for problems which remain very difficult to under

stand in the replica formalism.

Let us consider a system of N  Ising spins, S; =  ±1, i e  1 , . . . ,  N , interacting 

with random couplings, with energy

H  = -  E  k s is i <2-36>
<ij>

The sum is over all links of a lattice. For each link (if) the coupling /,y is an in

dependent random variable chosen with the same probability distribution P(J). 

The aim is to compute in the infinite N  limit, the value of the energy density of 

the global ground state, which is the configuration of Ising spins which minimizes 

the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2.36). The ground state energy of a N  spin system,
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averaged over the distribution of samples is denoted by EN, so in other words we 

want to compute:

U = lim %  (2.37)N—>00 N

The cavity method is best exploited when the locally stucture of the underlying 

graph is a tree. There are various types of tree-like lattices, the most used by physi

cist are presented as follows:

• The Cayley tree: starting from a central site i = 0, one builds a first shell 

of k + 1 neighbors. Then each of the first shell spins is connected to k new 

neighbors in the second shell etc. until one reaches the Lth shell which is the 

boundary. There is no overlap among the new neighbors, so that the graph 

is a tree.

• The random graph with fluctuating connectivity: for each pair of indices (if), 

a link is present with probability c / N  and absent with probability 1 — c / N  . 

The number of links connected to a point is a random variable with a Poisson 

distribution, its mean being equal to c.

• The random graph with fixed connectivity, equal to k + 1, called the Bethe 

lattice. The space of allowed graphs are all graphs such that the number of 

links connected to each point is equal to k + 1. The simplest choice is the case 

where every such graph has the same probability.

There are several ways to calculate the energy density given by eq.(2.37) and in the 

following will adopt a formalism developed by Mazard and Parisi [82].

Let us introduce an intermediate object which is a spin glass model with N  

spins, on a slightly different random lattice, where q randomly chosen cavity spins 

have only k neighbors, while the other N  — q spins all have k + 1  neighbors as in 

part A  of Fig.(2.6). We call such a graph a G^/(? cavity graph. The cavity spins are
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fixed, their values are S \ , . . ., sq. The global ground state energy of the correspond

ing spin glass model depends on the values of the cavity spins.

The intermediate construction of G ^ /q turns out to be helpful. The basic opera

tions which one can perform on cavity graphs are the following (Figures A,  B, C 

from Fig.(2.6)):

• Iteration: By adding a new spin so of fixed value into the cavity, connect

ing it to k of the cavity spins say S\ , . .. ,S/t, and optimizing the values of 

these k spins, we change the Gjy/(? into a G-v+i^-fc+i graph, so we have

SN = 1, Sq = - k  + l.

•  Link addition: By adding a new link between two randomly chosen cavity 

spins si, S2, and optimizing the values of these two spins we change a G^/(? 

into a Gm,cj- 2  graph, so SN  =  0, Sq = —2.

• Site addition: By adding a new spin so into the cavity, connecting it to k + 1 of 

the cavity spins say s\ , . . . ,  sk+lr and optimizing the values of the k +  2 spins 

si, • • ■ /Sfc+2, we change a GN/(j into a GN + graph, so SN  =  1, Sq = 

- k -  1.

It is straightforward to see that if we start from a GN/2(jt+i) cavity graph and per

form k +  1 link additions, we get a Gjy,o graph, i.e. the original spin glass problem 

with N  spins. Starting from the same GN 2(fc+i) cavity graph and performing two 

site additions we get a Gjv+2,0 graph, i.e. the original spin glass problem with N  + 2 

spins. Therefore the variation in the global ground state energy when going from 

N  to N  +  2 sites, (En+2 ~  En ), is related to the average energy shifts A E ^  for a 

site addition and A f o r  a link addition, through:

En + 2  - E n  = 2AEW -  (k + 1)AE(2). (2.38)
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FIG. A

Figure 2.6: An example, for the case k = 2, of a g cavity graph where q — 6 
randomly chosen cavity spins have two neighbors only. Fig. A: All the other N  — 6 
spins outside the cavity are connected through a random graph $uch that every 
spin has k +  1 =  3 neighbors. Fig. B: Starting from G ^  cavity graph we can create 
a Gn+2,0 graph by adding two sites. Fig. C: Starting from Gn,6 cavity graph we can 
create a G^o graph by adding three links. [82].
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Using the fact that the total energy is asymptotically linear in N,  the energy density 

of the ground state is,

u  = lim %  =  En+2~ En =  AEW -  U ± A E < 2>. (2.39)
N—>00 N  2 2 v '

An intuitive interpretation of this result given by 2.39 is that in order to go from 

N  to N  +  1 one should remove (k + l ) /2  links (the energy for removing a link is 

minus the energy for adding a link) and then add a site.

When q / N  <C 1, generically, the distance on the lattice between two generic 

cavity spins is large (it diverges logarithmically in the thermodynamic limit). It is 

thus resonable to assume that various cavity spins become uncorrelated. This is the 

basic assumption of the replica symmetric solution and it is treated in a detailed 

way in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 

Phase Transitions in Random 

Combinatorial Problems

In the last decade tools from statistical physics of frustrated systems are being used 

to gain a better understanding of complexity by mapping the optimization prob

lems onto the study of the ground state of disordered models [83], as we showed 

in Chapter 1. Concepts and methods from statistical physics have been applied to 

the analysis of the typical properties of optimization problems and also to different 

search algorithms in which temperature is an important control parameter [67]. In 

Section (3.1) we give an introduction to phase transitions in random combinatorial 

problems discussed in Chapter 1, Section (3.2) presents a more detailed discussion 

of K-SAT and Section (3.3) discusses replica symmetry breaking in spin glasses.

3.1 Phase Transitions

The observation of threshold phenomena in random mathematical and computer 

science problems has shown that not only ground state properties but also the 

critical behavior at glassy phase transitions occurring in disordered systems could
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be relevant for complexity theory, due to the so called intractability concentration 

phenomena [60].

For many NP-complete problems one or more order parameters can be defined, 

and hard instances occur around particular critical values of these order parame

ters. In addition, such critical values form a boundary that separates the space of 

problems into two regions. One region is under-constrained so the density of so

lutions is high, thus making it relatively easy to find a solution. The other region 

is over-constrained and very unlikely to contain a solution. If there are solutions 

in this over-constrained region, they have such a deep local minima that any rea

sonable algorithm is likely to find it. If there is no solution, then a backtrack search 

can usually establish this easily, since potential solution paths are usually cut off 

early in the search. Really hard problems occur on the boundary between these 

two regions, where the probability of finding a solution is low but non-negligible. 

At this point there are typically many local minima corresponding to almost so

lutions separated by high energy barriers. These almost solutions form deep local 

minima that may often trap search methods that rely on local information. Because 

it is possible to locate a region where hard problems occur, it is possible to predict 

whether a particular problem is likely to be easy to solve.

3.1.1 Phase transition for the SAT problem

The most widely used complete algorithms (i.e., algorithms which are able to ei

ther find a satisfying assignment, or to prove that there is no such assignment) 

were developed by Davis and Putnam [27], improved later by Longemann and 

Loveland and are known in the literature as (DPLL) algorithms. DPLL operates 

by directed trial and error, using a search tree made of nodes connected through 

edges as follows: (1) A node corresponds to the choice of a variable. Depending on 

the value of the latter, DPLL takes one of the two possible edges; (2) Along an edge,
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all logical implications of the last choice made are extracted; (3) DPLL goes back to 

step (1) unless a solution is found or a contradiction arises; in the latter case, DPLL 

backtracks to the closest incomplete node, inverts the attached variable and goes 

to step (2). If all the nodes carry two descendent edges, unsatisfiability is proven.

The probability P(oc) that an instance is satisfiable as a function of oc, for differ

ent sizes N is shown in the lower part of Fig.(3.1). In addition to being a decreasing 

function of oc as expected from above, a striking phenomenon happens as N  grows. 

An abrupt decrease of the probability takes place at a critical value occ «  4.3. In

stances with less than occN  clauses are almost surely satisfiable, whereas the ones 

with more than acN  clauses almost never have any solution. The upper part of 

Fig.(3.1) shows the median time necessary to solve a random 3 — SA T  instance, 

that is to find a solution (below the threshold), or check that there is none (above 

the threshold). The general pattern of the complexity as a function of oc, namely 

easy, hard and less hard resolutions is a generic feature valid for commonly used 

algorithms for hard computational problems. Mathematicians have been able to 

establish rigorous bounds on the threshold, 3.14 < occ < 4.51, but the exact value 

seems out of reach with the available probabilistic techniques [1], [2]. Approxima

tion methods developed by physicists in the course of the study of phase transi

tions allow not only to estimate the value of the threshold but also to unveil the 

microscopic structure of the solutions and the mechanism leading to their disap

pearance. We already showed in Chapter 1 the mapping between the SAT prob

lem and statistical physics: we translated the SAT problem with its ingredients 

(Boolean variables, clauses) to statistical physics (Ising spins, interactions). The 

main idea is to introduce an energy function, which is equal to the number of un

satisfied clauses for each variables-spins configuration, and study the ground-state 

properties. The satisfiability of the 3 — SA T  problem is therefore equivalent to the 

vanishing of ground-state energy. The physical scenario that was obtained for ran-
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Figure 3.1: The 4.3 point for the 3-SAT problem
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dom 3-SAT is the following [15], [14]. For a > ac the ground-state energy becomes 

positive with probability one, whereas it vanishes for cc < otc- Finding the exact 

solution of random 3 — SAT  remains an open problem. However, combining some 

exact results with approximated techniques it was found [88] occ «  4.48, which is 

just 5% larger than the numerical value. For oc slightly lower than occ the number of 

solutions remains enormous 2014N [88], and then vanishes abruptly at ac. Hence, 

increasing slightly the number of clauses is enough to make all solutions disappear 

simultaneously. Moreover, immediately beyond the transition, a finite fraction of 

over-constrained variables assuming the same value in each optimal configuration 

abruptly emerges. This backbone of variables plays the role of an order parameter: 

it vanishes for et>otc and jumps discontinuously to a value 15% at the transition. 

Hence, the 3 — SAT  transition may be interpreted as a first order transition.

3.1.2 Phase transition for the Coloring problem

By adding one edge at a time, we can determine exactly which edge causes a graph 

to become uncolorable. We call two nodes in a graph as frozen if they preserve 

the same color in all legal colorings. Culberson and Gent [25] studied for the 3- 

Coloring problem, the development of frozen pairs (so pairs that have the same 

color under all three colorings of the graph) and they found a jump at the thresh

old. For the K-SAT problem one measure for the order parameter is the backbone 

which is the number of variables that are frozen to a particular value under all 

satisfying assignments. For the Coloring problem it is more difficult to find and 

measure the order parameter because of the symmetry of solutions. If we add an 

edge to a colorable graph and then the graph becomes uncolorable, then in the 

graph without the edge the pair of vertices must have been colored with the same 

color in every coloring of the graph.

This measurement process is called the frozen development process and it was
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Figure 3.2: The ratio of frozen pairs to Q) plotted against the ratio M / N ,  where M 
is the number of frozen pairs [24].

shown that this set of pairs shows an explosive jump at the threshold. By identify

ing pairs of vertices that are frozen, a collapsed graph was created which has the 

same set of 3-colorings. If the measure were to be taken with respect to minimiza

tion of violated edges, then this sudden drop would mostly dissapear. This is due 

to the fact that for large sets of edges removing any of the violated edges from the 

threshold would result in a distinct set of 3-colorings. This could explain the dis

crepancy between the jump that is observed and the lack in certain statistical me

chanics analysis of the 3-coloring phase transition [106]. From Fig.(3.2) we see that 

the freezing process is not gradual; the addition of one edge can cause many pairs 

to become frozen simultaneously. Fig.(3.2) and Fig.(3.3) shows how the number of 

frozen and free pairs grows as the edge density increases. The full development 

process was run on 100 permutations at each value of N =  50, 75, . . . ,  225 in step 

of 25. This is typical for a phase transition, and the sharpness suggests that there
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Figure 3.3: The ratio of free pairs to Q) plotted against the ratio M / N ,  where M is 
the number of frozen pairs [24].
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will be a discontinuity at N  —> oo.

3.1.3 Phase transition for the Vertex Cover problem

Let us consider a random graph with N vertices V  =  1,2, . . .  , N  where any pair 

of vertices is connected randomly and independently by an edge with probability 

p. The expected number of edges becomes p(^) =  p N 2 + 0 ( N ) ,  and the average 

connectivity of a vertex is p( N  — 1). As we defined in Chapter 1 the mathemat

ical formulation of the VC problem is as follows: Consider an undirected graph 

G = (V , E ) with N vertices i G V  =  1,2,■■■ , N  and edges (i , j ) G E c  V  x V. A  

vertex cover is a subset Vvc C V  of vertices such that for all edges (/,;) G E there is 

at least one of its endpoints i o r; in Vvc. We call the vertices that are in Vvc covered, 

whereas the vertices in its complement V \  Vvc are called uncovered.

We map the random graph to a disordered spin systems and we seek to mini

mize the Hamiltonian:

H ({ S J ,  {/,,-}) =  i  E  hjSs,,-1 V i  (3-l)
bi=1

where Jjj = 1 whenever there is an edge between vertex i and vertex ; and zero 

otherwise. The covering state of the vertices is mapped to a configuration of N  

Ising spins: S; =  1 if i G Vvc so if vertex i is covered and S; =  — 1 if z G V  — Vvc 

so if vertex i is uncovered. The vertex-cover decision problem asks whether there 

are covers of fixed cardinality x N  = \ Vvc\ or in other words, we are interested if it 

is possible to cover all the edges of G by covering x N  suitably chosen vertices. We 

have to minimize the Hamiltonian H  under the constraint:

± £ S j = 2 x - l  (3.2)
i = 1
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which fixes the cardinality of the cover set, or in physical terms, it fixes the magne

tization of the Ising spin systems. If this make the energy equal to zero, then there 

are no uncovered edges and the decision problem can be positively answered. If a 

minimal energy greater than zero is found, there is no vertex cover of cardinality 

xN , case in which the minimum energy represents the minimum number of un

covered edges.

When the number x N  of covering marks is lowered (the average connectivity 

c, which can be seen as edge concentration is kept constant), the model is expected 

to undergo a coverable-uncoverable transition. Using probabilistic tools, rigor

ous lower and upper bounds for this threshold [47] and the asymptotic behavior 

for large connectivities have been deduced [43]. In Fig. (3.4) the average ground- 

state energy density and the probability PC0l7(x) that a graph is coverable with xN  

vertices are shown for different problem sizes N = 25, 50, 100. The average con

nectivity considered is c =  2, but qualitatively equivalent results are found for 

other values of c too. The results were obtained using the branch-and-bound al

gorithm presented with data averaged over 103 (N  — 100) to 104 (N =  25,50) 

samples [56] [111]. As expected, the value of PCOv(x) increases with the fraction of 

covered vertices. Growing the size of the graphs, the curves become steeper. This 

indicates that in the thermodynamic limit N  —» oo , a sharp threshold at xc ~  0.39 

appears. Above xc a graph is coverable with probability tending to one in the large 

N  limit, while below xc it is almost surely uncoverable. In the language of a physi

cist, a phase transition from a coverable phase to an uncoverable phase occurs and 

it is usually denoted as the coveruncover transition.

3.1.4 Phase transition for the Number Partition Problem

In Chapter 1 we defined the number partitioning problem as follows: given a se

quence of positive real numbers a\, a2 , ..., fljv the NPP consists of partitioning them
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Figure 3.4: Probability PCOv(x) that a cover exists for a random graph (c = 2) as a 
function of the fraction x of covered vertices. The result is shown for three different 
system sizes N  =  25, 50, 100 (averaged for 103 — 104 samples). Lines are guides 
for the eyes only [57],
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into two disjoint sets A j , A 2 such that the difference | '£ajeA1 aj ~  aj \ is mini

mized. When the difference between the two sums is less than or equal to one then 

the partition is called perfect partition, otherwise is called imperfect partition.

Fu [44] claims that in the random number partitioning problem no phase tran

sition of any kind is found. If Fu were right, NPP would be a notable exception to 

the observation that many NP-complete problems do have a phase transition, pa

rameterized by a control parameter that separates the easy from the hard to solve 

instances [21].

Mertens [79], [80], computed the expected number of perfect partition and for 

this they considered the binary representation of the n integers that are being par

titioned. They considered the case when in the bags they have even sums where 

each bag must add to the same target sum. In order to develop an annealed theory, 

the probabilities are averaged independently over the different digit positions. On 

average we expect half of the possible partitions to add up to a number with the 

same parity as the least significant bit to the target sum. The expected number of 

perfect partitions, reads:

< Sol >= j  (3.3)

where it was considered that the numbers were drawn uniformly and at random 

from (0.Z] . The expected number of solutions < Sol > and the problem size n 

defines a constrainedness parameter:

K =  1 _  log2 < So) > 
n

If k  is small then the problem is under-constrained and there are a large number 

of solutions compared with the problem size. If k  is large, the problem is over

constrained and only few solutions exist. The transition gets sharper with increas

ing n. Finite-size scaling lead Gent and Walsh to find kc =  0.96 for N  —> oo. This
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result is in contradiction with Fu's claim but this type of phase transition can in

deed be found in the statistical mechanics of the number partitioning problem. 

Substituting the annealed value of solutions {Sol) from Eq.(3.3) into Eq.(3.4) we 

get:

K  = (3.5)
n

To estimate the critical value of k, Gent and Walsh [50] found the probability that a 

bag with an even sum has a perfect partition as a function of k for n  varying from 

6 to 30 and log2 / from 0 to 2n. They generated 1000 problems at each value of A  

and n. Similar results are seen using bags with an odd sum, and bags with both 

odd and even sums. As predicted, a phase transition occurs around k «  1 with the 

transition sharpening as N increases. Finite size scaling methods were applied to 

determine how the probability scales with problem size [9]. Around some critical 

point, it was predicted that problems of all sizes will be indistinguishable except 

for a change of scale. This suggests:

Prob{perfect partition) = / ( ( ------ - )n 1/v) (3.6)
Kc

where /  is a fundamental function, k c is the critical point and n1^  provides the 

change of scale. The fraction plays the role of the reduced temperature

(T — Tc) / T c in physical systems. Eq.(3.6) has a fixed point where k  = k c  and 

for all N, the probability is the constant value /(0 ). In order to estimate k c the 

fixed point was taken where the spread in probabilities is the smallest, which gives 

kc — 0.96 ±  0.02. To estimate v the assumption that Eq. (3.6) holds at the point 50% 

was made, which gives v =  1 ±  0.3. Then we can define a rescaled parameter:

k -  0.96
7  =  - o i r n  (3 7 )
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Gent and Walh plotted the probability of a perfect partition as a function of 7 . They 

found that the finite-size scaling provides both a simple and accurate model for the 

scaling of probability with problem size. A similar rescaling of the constrainedness 

parameter k describe the phase transition in satisfiability [48], constrained satisfac

tion [67] and traveling salesman problem [49].

3.2 More details on K-SAT problem

3.2.1 Known results for the K-SAT problem

As noted in Section 3.1.1, when the number of clauses becomes of the same order 

as the number of variables (M =  ocN) and in the large N  limit (the thermodynamic 

limit), the K-SAT shows a striking threshold phenomena. Numerical experiments 

have shown that the probability of finding a solution (i.e. a correct Boolean as

signment) falls abruptly from one down to zero when ot crosses a critical value 

occ(K) of the number of clauses per variable. Above occ(K) all clauses cannot be sat

isfied any longer and we are interested in minimizing the number of unsatisfied 

clauses, which is the optimization version of K-SAT referred as MAX-K-SAT which 

we already introduced in Chapter 1. Near ctc(K), heuristic search algorithms get 

trapped in non-optimal solutions and a slow down effect is observed. We give a 

brief review of known results for the K-SAT problem that have been obtained in 

the framework of complexity theory.

• For K = 2,2  — SAT  problem belongs to the class P of polynomial problems. 

For cc > ac, M A X  — 2 — SAT  is NP-complete [46]. Mapping of 2 — SAT  on 

graph theory allows to derive rigorously the threshold value dlc — 1 and an 

explicit 2 — SAT  polynomial algorithm has been developed [5].
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• For K > 3, both K-SAT and MAX-K-SAT belong to the NP-complete class. 

From a rigorous point of view only upper and lower bounds of <xc(K) are 

known [29], [51]. Finite size scaling techniques, have been allowed one to 

determined precisely the numerical values of ac for K — 3, 4, 5, 6 [67].

• For K 1, clauses become decoupled and an asymptotic expression olc ~  

2k In 2 can be found.

3.2.2 Statistical mechanics of the K-SAT problem

For a =  M / N  > 0, K-SAT can be cast in the framework of statistical mechanics 

of random diluted systems by the identification of an energy-cost function E(K, a) 

equal to the number of violated clauses [66], [88], [?], . The study of its ground 

state allows one to address the optimization version of the K-SAT problem as well 

as to characterize the space of solutions by its typical entropy, i.e., the degener

acy of the ground state. The vanishing condition on the ground state energy for 

a given K corresponds to the existence of a solution to the K-SAT problem and 

thus identifies a critical value ac(K) below which random formulas are satisfiable 

with probability one. For a > occ(K), the ground state energy becomes nonzero 

and gives information on the maximum number of satisfiable clauses, i.e., on the 

MAX-K-SAT problem. As already defined in Eq.(3.8), the energy cost function (the 

number of violated clauses) is given by:

M  N
E[C,S] = Y j S ( l ] C liSi - K )  (3.8)

1=1 i= 1

subject to the constraints Y4 L1 Q,-Sz =  K and Y^Li Cf, = K, I =  1 . . .  M. To com

pute the ground state energy, a fictitious temperature 1//5 is introduced to regular

ize all mathematical expressions and /3 —> 00 is taken at the end of the calculations. 

In this way we compute the free energy density at inverse temperature averaged
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over the clauses distribution:

(3.9)

with

Z[C] = £ e x p ( —fSE[C,S]) (3.10)

The energy given by Eq.(3.8) is self averaging and can be obtained from the free en

ergy defined in Eq.(3.9). The overline denotes the average over the random clauses 

and is performed using the replica trick:

One prepares n replicas of the original system, evaluates the configurational aver

age of the product of their partition function Z”, and then takes the limit n —> 0. 

This technique, the replica method, is useful because it is easier to evaluate Z n than 

In Z. The typical properties of the ground state will then be recovered in the ft —> oo 

limit.

3.2.3 The simplest case, K  =  1

The K =  1 case can be solved either by a direct combinatorial method or using 

the statistical physics approach. Moreover, the K = 1 case allows us to check the 

correctness of the statistical physics approach [89]. For this case, a sample of M 

clauses is completely described by giving the numbers t{ and /, of clauses that a 

variable S\ must be true or false respectively. Then

In Z =  lim ——
n^O n

Z n -  1
(3.11)

N
Z [ t , f ) =  Y l ( e - K  + e -M ) (3.12)

i= 1
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so for the average disorder we have

h n Z l t J ]  = V  \T~~----- ln Z [{£/}] =
N  f r f i U i L i W

l n 2 - ^  +  e~KIi(a) ln[cosh(^)] (3.13)
l  =  —  00

where 1/ denotes the Ith modified Bessel function. The ground state energy (so the 

average number of violated clauses) at zero temperature is:

£gs =  |[1  -  e-*h{ot) -e-«h{ci)}  (3.14)

Using a well known formula from thermodynamics £ =  U — TS, the ground state 

entropy (defined as ^  In (number o f  degenerate ground states)) at zero temperature 

is then found to be:

SGS = e - “I0(<K) In2 (3.15)

These results are recovered using the RS ansatz for all ol and f  when K =  1. The

finite value of the ground state entropy may be ascribed to the existence of un

frozen spins. The non-zero value of the ground state energy is due to the presence 

of completely unfrozen spins of magnetizations. Fig. (3.5) shows the plots of the 

above energy and entropy at zero temperature.

3.2.4 Replica symmetric solutions for all K

The fraction of violated clauses is given by

E  =  < 3 - 1 6 )

and the ground state energy depends only upon the magnetizations of order ±  (1 — 

0(e~zP)) if any, and such contribution can be described by the introduction of the
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Figure 3.5: Typical fraction of violated clauses (bold line) and entropy (thin line) 
vs. a for K =  1 in the limit N  —» oo [89]

new rescaled function

R(z) =  lim [ P ( ta n h (^ ) ) | tanh(^)] (3.17)

Also R(z) defined in Eq.(3.17) obeys the saddle-point equation:

/ oo f l u  f c K  fCO K —l
—  co s(w z )ex p [-^ z r +  afCy dz/R(z/) cos(w m m (l,z i ,. . .zjc—1))]

(3.18)

Then, the corresponding ground-state energy reads

p c o  K

E GS{oc) =  a ( l  -  K )  / p^dz/R(z/)mm(l,Zi, . . .zK) +
Jo i=\

ocK f°° f 00
—  T [ d z iR ( z } ) in in ( l , z i , . . . , z K- i ) -  dzR(z)z  (3.19)
z  J0 f J l  Jo

The saddle-point Eq.(3.18) is a self-consistent identity for R(z) in the range z <E 

[0,1] only. Outside this interval, it is just a definition of the functional order pa-
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rameter R :
00

R ( z ) =  £  e-»>7,(7 l )<S(z-/) (3.20)
= — 00

with 71 given by

(3.21)

Inserting Eq.(3.18) in Eq.(3.17) we obtain

EgsM =  £ ( 1  -  -  K e - ^ h M ) (3.22)

So, in the RS context, the SAT to UNSAT transition corresponds to the emergence 

of peaks centered at x = ±1  with finite weights, that is to a transition from 7 i =  0 

to 71 > 0. This result is in good agreement with our results using combinatorial 

methods presented in Chapter 4. In addition to Eq.(3.20), there exists other RS 

solutions to the saddle-point Eq.(3.16). For instance if we choose zq =  1/2, the 

insertion process ends up after two iterations and generates Dirac peaks centered 

in all integer and half-integer numbers. More generally, for any integer p > 1, we 

can define the solution of Eq.(3.18):

having exactly p peaks in the interval [0, 1], whose centers are z/ =  l /p ,  I =

The self-consistency of Eq.(3.21) admits the solution =  0 for any a. When 

K =  2, there is another solution 71(a) > 0  above a =  1 which maximizes Eqs [83]. 

Therefore, the RS theory predicts that Egs =  0 for a < 1 and increases continu

ously when a > 1, giving back the rigorous result at ac(2) =  1. The transition 

taking place at ac is of second order with respect to the order parameter. As far as 

2 — SAT  is concerned the value of the threshold is correctly predicted and the RS

(3.23)
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solution is exact for any value of a..

For the same case K =  2 but for a > ac, the vanishing of the exponentially large 

number of solutions that were present below the threshold is surprisingly abrupt. 

It was shown [88] that this transition is due to the abrupt appearance of contradic

tory logical loops in all solutions at a. =  ac and not to the progressive decreasing 

of the number of solutions down to zero at the threshold.

It was found [89], [83] ,that for K > 3 and for sufficiently big values of a, the 

RS entropy is negative, whereas of course it has to be the logarithm of an integer 

number. This result is a consequence of replica symmetry breaking (RSB) effects. 

Despite the general complexity of such an approach in diluted models and the 

technical difficulty of the K — SAT  problem, recent attempts in this direction are 

successful [81]. In the next section we will describe the physical meaning of (RSB) 

for spin glasses without focusing on mathematical details.

3.3 Physical meaning of breaking the symmetry

Initially was suspected that the negative entropy might have been caused by the 

inappropriate exchange of limits n —► 0 and N  —► oo in deriving the free energy. 

The correct order is N  —» oo after n —> 0, but we take the limit N  —» oo first so that 

the method of steepest descent is applicable. However it has been established that 

the assumption of replica symmetry qap = q, V (a, jS) : a ^  /3 (the parameter q is 

introduced below) is the real source of the trouble.

3.3.1 Replica symmetric solution for the Sherington-Kirkpatrick 

model

In order to understand the physical meaning of replica symmetry and replica sym

metry breaking we introduce a well studied infinite-range spin glass model, the
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Sherington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model. For the SK model the Hamiltonian is given 

by:

H;M = - E /« -* !>  <3-24>
1 < i< j< N  i

where h is the magnetic field and the / ' s are independent random variables with 

zero mean and variance 1/N :

7^ = o, 7? =  i / n ,

The factor 1 /N  has been chosen such that at fixed ft = 1/fcgT the total energy is 

proportional to N and therefore the energy density is N-independent.

For fixed f 's  we expect that in the high temperature phase the local magneti

zation rtii = (Si) is different from zero only if a magnetic field is present and it 

vanishes when the magnetic field goes to zero; on the other hand we would ex

pect that in the low temperature region there should be some freezing of the spins 

(like in ferromagnets) in the position which is mostly favored energetically, so m* 

should be different from zero also at h = 0. But the local magnetization m* depends 

on J's and will sometimes be positive and sometimes negative (actually the global 

magnetization density (1 /~N)YUmi =  0 at h =  0) so it is convenient to characterize 

the system in terms of the quantity

t o  =  ^ E  mi p -25)
i= 1

called the Ed wards-Anderson parameter [32]. Here we will refer briefly only on 

the results when we start from the partition function [68]:

z„ = E p(D Ee*p E (? E V?s“ + ̂  Es?) (s.26)
} s a= 1 k i J
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After calculations (which use properties of Gaussian integrals) it was found that 

[32]

z„= /n ( rfQ«,tW2/27T)1/2)exp(-N/l[Q]) (3.27)
a<b

with

^[Q] =  - ^ r  +  C  E  ( £ W 2 - lnZ[Ql 0 .28)
1< a < b < n

Z[Q] = £ e x p ( -£ f f [Q -S ] )  (3.29)

H[Q, S]  =  - p  E  Q .O & S,. - 1, Y ,  S„ (3.30)
l < a < b < n  a= 1

where the matrix Q is an n x n symmetric matrix, zero on the diagonal, and the

sum over S goes over the 2” configurations of the variables Sa, a =  1, • • • , n

with Sa = ±1.  Eq.(3.30) suggests that Z n can be computed through a saddle-point 

method which gives:

f " =  ~  p k i los{Zn] =  j k min A  lQI (331 )

So we must find the solution of the n(n — 1) saddle-point equations d A / d Q aii, =  0 

and after we find the saddle-point matrix Qsp, the free energy is obtained using 

Eq.(3.31):

/  =  l im ( l / ftn)A[QSp] (3.32)
M—>0

The equation d A / d Q =  0 can be written under the form of self-consistency equa

tions

Q a,b  =  (S a S b ) Q  =  (SflSj,), fl < b (3.33)

where the expectation value ()q is taken with respect to the single site Hamilto

nian H[Q, S].

The function A[Q] is left invariant when we exchange some of the lines (or
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rows) of the matrix Q and therefore the group of permutations of n elements 

(Pn or Sn) is a symmetry of the problem (all replicas are equivalent) and we 

call this group the replica group. For positive integer n the minimum A  can be 

found if the matrix Q has the following form [59]

Va, b a ^ b :  QU/b = q; Va : QaA =  0 (3.34)

This form of the matrix Q is the only one which is left invariant by the action of 

the replica group and is therefore the natural solution, usually named the replica 

symmetric solution. Its properties are studied in detail in [105] and here we will 

show only the results.

If we analitycally continue the solution of the equation dA /d q  =  0, up to n =  0 

we find for q

/OO
d z / ( 2 n ) 1/2 exp(—z2/2) tanh2(/3zq1̂ 2 +  f5h) (3.35)

-OO

and for the free energy

/OO
d z / ( 2 n ) 1/2 exp(—z2/ 2) ln(2 cosh(jSz^1/2 +  fib.))

-C O

(3.36)

At zero magnetic field Eq.(3.36) has only the solution q =  0 for 1//3 =  T > T C =  1, 

and for T < T C there is another solution (the physical one) where q is different from 

zero. So, there is a phase transition at T =  1, h =  0 while there is no transition at 

h 7̂  0 .

Although everything looks okay, detailed computation made by Sherington 

and Kirkpatrick [105] shows that the entropy becomes negative at small temper

ature. At zero temperature S(0) =  —1 /2 tc ~  —1.7 which is unphysical so in 

this case the replica symmetric method leads to a disaster. On the other hand the
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value of many thermodynamic functions computed within the above replica sym

metric solution do not disagree too much with the numerical data, even at low 

temperature where it is incorrect; for example the internal energy per spin at zero 

temperature (the ground state energy) gives

17(0) =  —(2 / 7r )1/2 «  -0.798 (3.37)

while numerical simulations [68], [59] give:

1/(0) =  -0.76 ±  0.01 (3.38)

which are not too different from each other.

3.3.2 Experimental evidence of replica symmetry breaking

Replica symmetry breaking affects the equilibrium properties of the system and in 

particular the magnetic susceptibility. For example let us consider a system in the 

presence of an external constant magnetic field, with the Hamiltonian given by:

H[s\ = Ho{s}+Y^hsi  (3.39)
i

As soon as replica symmetry is broken we can define two magnetic susceptibilities 

which are different:

• The magnetic susceptibility that we obtain when the system is constrained 

to remain in a valley. In the limit of zero magnetic field this susceptibility is

givenby Xoq = -  qEa)-

• The total magnetic susceptibility (the system is allowed to change state as an 

effect of the magnetic field)! In the limit of zero magnetic field this suscepti-
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Figure 3.6: FC- and ZFC-magnetization (higher and lower curve respectively) vs. 
temperature of Cu(Mnl3.5%), H  =  1 Oe. For such a low field the magnetization is 
proportional to susceptibility [28].

bility is given by Xeq = M  dqP(q)( 1 -  q) < 0(1 -  q EA)-

Both susceptibilities are experimentally observable. The first susceptibility is when 

we measure if we cool in zero field and then add a very small magnetic field at low 

temperature. The field should be small enough in order to neglect non-linear ef

fects. In this situation, when we change the magnetic field, the system remains 

inside a given state and it is not forced to jump from a state to another state and 

we measure the zero field cooled (ZFC) susceptibility, that corresponds to Xoq■ The 

second susceptibility can be approximately measured doing a cooling in the pres

ence of a small field: in this case the system has the ability to choose the state 

which is most appropriate in presence of the applied field. This susceptibility, the 

so called field cooled (FC) susceptibility is nearly independent of the temperature 

and corresponds to Xeq ■

To conclude, we can identify Xoq and Xeq with the ZFC susceptibility and with 

the FC susceptibility respectively. The experimental plot of the two susceptibilities
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is shown in Fig.(3.6). They are clearly equal in the high temperature phase while 

they differ in the low temperature phase. The difference among the two suscepti

bilities is a signature of replica symmetry breaking and it can be explained in this 

framework. This phenomenon is due to the fact that a small change in the mag

netic field pushes the system into a slightly metastable state, which may decay 

only with a very long time scale. This happens only if there are many states which 

differ one from the other by a very small amount in free energy.
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Chapter 4 

Geometric Approach

As is evident from the first three chapters, there is intense interest in the relations 

between statistical physics and computational complexity, from both the computer 

science and physics communities [30,83,85]. The physics approach to hard prob

lems is based on replica methods which is quite complex. In this chapter we de

velop methods to study hard problems analytically using methods similar to the 

message passing procedures that were discussed in Chapter 2. In the first part we 

introduce the network algorithms that are going to be used in applications from 

biology. In the second part we cover networks algorithms that have evolved from 

applications of statistical physics to hard computational problems.

4.1 Introduction

The k—connectivity and A:—core problems [99] have attracted interest, for example 

in designing redundant networks [69]. A—connectivity is the generalization of the 

conventional connectivity percolation problem to the requirement of A—fold con

nectivity. That is, a graph is A-connected if for each pair of vertices in the graph 

there exist at least k mutually independent paths connecting them. The k—core of 

a graph is the largest subgraph with minimum vertex degree k. The Bethe lattice
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equations for the k-core were actually first derived in the context of fc-bootstrap 

percolation [20]. fc-bootstrap percolation is the percolation process found by re

cursively deleting all nodes, which have connectivity less than k. More recently 

the Bethe lattice A:—core equations have been used to develop theories for rigidity 

percolation [31,91,94]. We give a brief introduction to the connectivity percolation 

and g — rigidity equations on Bethe lattices and then describe similar percolation 

processes which are important in the Viana-Bray spin-glass model, the coloring 

problem and the K-SAT problem. For these problems we develop equations for 

the probability that an infinite frozen cluster emerges. We then show that in the 

simplest approximation, this formalism reproduces the replica symmetric equa

tions in a surprisingly straightforward manner.

Frozen order is a unifying concept in the analysis of glasses and geometrically 

frustrated systems in physics [13] and also in NP-complete problems in computer 

science, such as coloring [25] and K-SAT [30]. Frozen long-range order is most eas

ily understood at zero temperature. At zero temperature the paradigm geometry 

is to fix the variables on a surface of the system and then to test whether these 

frozen degrees of freedom cause the propagation of frozen order into the bulk of 

a sample. A spin is frozen only if the spin is fixed or constrained by the spin con

figurations of its neighbors, as we shall demonstrate explicitly below using the 

Viana-Bray model. Frozen order may occur even though the variables (e.g. the 

spins in a spin glass) at each vertex of a graph look random. Furthermore, not all 

of the variables in the system need to be frozen. However for the system to be in 

the frozen ordered ground state, the frozen component must percolate.

As discussed in Chapter 1 the vertex q-coloring problem is equivalent to find

ing the ground state of the q-state Potts anti-ferromagnet [114]. Each node of a 

complex graph may have any one of q colors. The objective is to find the color 

configuration which minimizes the number of edges which have the same color at
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each end. The propagation of frozen color has many conceptual similarities with 

the propagation of rigidity in central force networks [61,92]. However there is a 

key difference, which makes the coloring problem NP-complete whereas the rigid

ity problem is polynomial. The key difference is that the constraints in coloring are 

distinguishable while the constraints in rigidity percolation are not.

Spin glasses and many frustrated antiferromagnets map exactly to problems 

in the NP-complete class [83]. NP-complete problems are of central interest in 

computer science (CSE) [46] and have motivated many attempts to design quan

tum algorithms for their efficient solution. The phase transitions which physicists 

study often correspond to a change in the computational complexity of the corre

sponding CSE problem. Since these problems are of enormous interest in physics, 

CSE and also in practical applications it is not surprising that there is a burgeoning 

of efforts to better understand the phase transition which occurs in NP-complete 

problems.

The physics community has applied the replica method to NP combinatorial 

problems with remarkable success [45,56,63,89,90,95,108]. In addition new algo

rithms have been developed based on a combination of replica symmetry break

ing ideas from physics and belief propagation ideas from the artificial intelligence 

community [18,85,86]. Though the replica method is an excellent tool, it is quite 

difficult both technically and intuitively. In this chapter we show that a simple 

combinatorial procedure based on percolation ideas can reproduce many of the 

successes of the replica method. The percolation process occurring at the phase 

transition can be thought of as either percolation of constraint or percolation of 

frozen order. We derive the replica symmetric theories for K-SAT, the Viana-Bray 

model and coloring using percolation concepts. Elsewhere we show how these 

procedures lead to new algorithms for hard problems.

In the next section of we give a brief review of the analysis of connectivity
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percolation on Bethe lattices and random graphs, and also describe its extension 

to k-connectivity percolation. Also we describe the analysis of the glass transition, 

at T =  0, in the Viana-Bray model. Then we focus on the coloring problem, and in 

the last section we present an analysis of K-SAT.

4.2 Connectivity and Rigidity percolation

Percolation on diluted Bethe lattices was analyzed by Fisher and Essam [41], who 

defined the probability that a node is part of the infinite cluster, T. They found that 

the probability that a node is not on the infinite cluster, Q = 1 — T, only requires 

that all of its connected neighbors also not be part of the infinite cluster, so that

Q =  (1 -  p(l -  Q))“ (4.1)

where p is the probability that an edge is present in the Bethe lattice, and oc =  z — 1, 

where z is the co-ordination number of the Bethe lattice. Note that this expression 

may be written as,

T = p(f)(pT)'(i-pT)"-' (4-2)
which is more convenient for the generalization to rigidity percolation. From 

Eq.(4.2), it is easy to show that there is a phase transition at pc =  ^ and that 

T ~  (p — pc) near the critical threshold. The phase transition is thus continu

ous with order parameter exponent one. Somewhat earlier, this transition was 

also studied in the graph theory community by Erdos and Renyi [33]. They con

centrated on random graphs, which consist of highly diluted complete graphs. A 

complete graph is a graph where every node is connected to every other node. In 

fact they defined p — c / N ,  where c is finite and showed that a giant (extensive) 

connected cluster emerges at c =  1. They derived an equation for the probability
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that a node is on the giant cluster, 7 . Their equation is found from Eq.(4.2), by 

taking the limit p =  c / N ,  N  = z —> oo, to find 7  =  1 — e~c'r. Near the critical 

point 7  ~  2 (c — l ) / c 2 so, as expected based on the universality hypothesis, 7  also 

has an order parameter exponent of one. Rigidity percolation on Bethe lattices is 

described by a simple generalization of Eq.(4.2). In this generalization, each node 

has g degrees of freedom. For example if we wish to model rigidity percolation on 

central force networks, then g = d, where d is the lattice dimension. In order to 

make a giant y-rigid cluster, we need to constrain the g degrees of freedom at each 

node with at least g  bonds, so we generalize Eq.(4.2) to:

TS = t  ( f )  (PTS)'(! -  PTs)‘ ~' (4-3)
1=8 V '

which is the simple generalization of Eq.(4.2) to the requirement of at least g — 1 

neighbor connections.

Eq.(4.3) was first discovered in the context of a Bethe lattice theory for Bootstrap 

percolation [20] and has been used more recently to develop a Bethe lattice theory 

for rigidity percolation [31,91,94], In the random graph limit, Eq.(4.3) reduces to,

y s  =  l - e - ^ S£ ^ h l  (4.4)
1=0

When g  =  1 this gives the Erdos and Renyi result [33] for the emergence of a gi

ant cluster in random graphs, while for g > 1, there is a discontinuous onset of 

a finite solution at a sharp threshold Cg [94]. Numerical solution of Eq.(4.4) indi

cates that for g = 2, C2 = 3.3510(1). This value has also been found in a recent 

mathematical analysis [99] of the threshold for the emergence of the giant 3-core 

on random graphs. The k-core problem is equivalent to the k-bootstrap percola

tion problem. However the k +  1-core is in general different than the k-rigidity 

problem, and even on Bethe lattices and random graphs there are some important
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differences.The most important difference is that for g-rigidity, the finite solution 

Tg is metastable for a range of c > Cg [31,94]. The true rigidity transition actually 

sets in at cr > cg and is identified using constraint counting arguments [31,91]. 

Nevertheless the probability of being on the infinite rigid cluster is correctly found 

from Eq.(4.4), provided c > cr, where cr is the rigidity threshold [31,91].

As we shall see below the analogous theories for glassy combinatorial prob

lems, in particular the Viana-Bray model, K — S A T  and q-coloring, provide solu

tions at the level of the replica symmetric theory. Moreover, the methodology we 

introduce here can be used to develop simple and accurate recursive algorithms for 

these glassy problems on general graphs [40]. In the case of first order transitions, 

as occurs in q-coloring (with q > 3) and for K-SAT (K > 3), the transition point we 

find below marks the onset of metastability. In order to find the true threshold we 

need the ground state energy.

4.3 Viana-Bray model

We first analyze the onset of frozen order in the Viana-Bray(VB) spin-glass model

[110], which provides a basic model for disordered and frustrated magnets, such 

as E u x S r i - x S  [77]. The Hamiltonian for the VB model is,

H  =  Y J J l j S i S j  (4.5)
i )

where S j  = ±1. The exchange constants J p  are randomly drawn from the distribu

tion,

D p ( h i )  =  +  / )  +  \ H J i j  ~  / ) ]  +  (1  -  p W i j )  ( 4 - 6 )

We focus on the random graph limit p =  c / N  and we introduce the following 

probabilities:
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P = probability a site is frozen in the up state 

M = probability a site is frozen in the down state 

D = probability a site is degenerate

In the absence of an applied field and within a symmetric assumption, P = M  and 

D =  1 — 2M. We then need to consider only one of these probabilities. However 

for clarity and for ease of generalization, we continue to include M and P sepa

rately. In terms of these order parameters, the magnetization is given by m — P-M  

and the spin glass order parameter is q =  P + M. The recurrence formula for P, 

using p =  c / N  is,

the upper level then the site at the upper level will be frozen up: if the connecting 

bond is ferromagnetic and the lower level spin is frozen up; or if the connecting 

bond is anti-ferromagnetic and the lower level spin is frozen down. This event has 

probability c P /2 N  + cM /2 N .  Similarly, the probability that a spin at the upper 

level of the bond will be frozen down (negative) is given by, c M / 2 N  + cP/2N.  

The newly added spin at the upper level is frozen up if there are a larger number of 

connections from the upper to the lower level which prefer the frozen up state. The 

sum in Eq.(4.7) is thus restricted to events of this sort. The event (1 — c(P + M ) / N )  

is the probability that a site at the lower level in the tree is either degenerate or 

disconnected from the newly added site. In the large N  limit, Eq.(4.7) reduces to:

(4.7)

This is understood as follows. If a bond connects a site at the lower level to a site at

00 oo (£H\k+l
<, = 2 e - « £ ,  £  =

k=0l=k+l KJ-
(4.8)
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where we have used the fact that we are considering a case where the magnetiza

tion m =  0. In that case, M  = P = q/2,  where q is the spin glass order parameter. 

I0 is the spherical Bessel function of zeroth order. The result given by Eq.(4.8) has 

been found before within the replica symmetric solution to the Viana-Bray (VB) 

model [63]. Thus symmetric constraint percolation (CP) in the VB model is equiva

lent to the ground state spin glass transition as found within the replica symmetric 

approach. The CP approach is attractive because is it is simple, it avoids the math

ematical difficulties of the replica method and it is physically transparent. The 

construction we have used makes it clear that simple connectivity is sufficient to 

ensure propagation of spin glass order in the VB model. Constraint percolation 

occurs at c = 1 and the order parameter approaches zero as q ~  ^2 (c — 1), so the 

CP transition in this case is continuous, with the same exponent as the Erdos-Renyi 

transition.

4.4 K-SAT

As discussed in previous chapters, the satisfiability problems we consider ask the 

following question: given a set of binary variables, z* =  0,1 or equivalently z,- =  

True orFalse, is it possible to satisfy a specified set of constraints on these variables? 

In the K — SAT  case, a typical constraint is of the form,

(zf A Zj A Zfc) (4.9)

where A is the logical A N D  operation and the over line indicates a negated vari

able. This logical clause is satisfied (SAT) if any one of the variables in the clause 

is SAT.  The variables z,- and z*. are SAT  if they are true ( T ) ,  which we take to 

be Zf =  Zfc =  1 , while the variable zy is SAT  when zy is false (F ) ,  which corre

sponds to zy =  0. We shall also fix the number of variables in each clause to be
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K, which is the K-SAT problem. In these SAT  problems we shall randomly choose 

a set of M clauses and try to find the assignment of the binary variables which 

minimizes the number of violated clauses. Each variable appearing in a clause is 

negated with probability 1/2  and the number of variables is N.  The key ratio is 

cc — M / N .  We would like to find the threshold for constraint percolation. That is, 

what is the threshold for the appearance of a giant cluster of clauses where each 

clause is completely specified or frozen. These completely specified clauses cannot 

be altered without increasing the total number of violated clauses, so that they are 

non-degenerate. There are three types of clauses in an optimal assignment of a 

formula:

(i) Clauses that are SAT but are degenerate;

(ii) Clauses that are SAT but are frozen;

(iii) Clauses that are UNSAT but are degenerate.

Only type (ii) clauses propagate constraint.

We make a tree construction of the factor graph for the K — SAT problem as 

it is shown in Fig.(4.1). The probability that a variable is frozen and part of the 

giant frozen cluster is V  and the probability that a clause is frozen and part of the 

giant frozen cluster is F. The branching of the variable nodes has maximum co

ordination M, but the probability that a link actually exists between a node and 

clause is p =  K / N .  We start by assuming that a variable is frozen at level 1 (as 

it is shown in Fig.4.1) and then determine the consequences of this assumption at 

levels 2 and 3.

The probability F that level 2 clause is frozen, given the probability V, that a 

variable is frozen at level 1 is given by:

F =  (4.10)
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K- 1

V = probability a variable node is f r o m  
F  = probab ility  a clause node is frozen

Figure 4.1: The factor graph used to construct the recurrence relations. The circles 
denote variable nodes, while the square nodes are the clause nodes. V  is the prob
ability that a variable node is frozen, while F is the probability that a clause node 
is frozen (see the text). We assume that a variable at level 1 is frozen and find the 
probability that a variable at level 3 is frozen. The clause nodes have co-ordination 
K, while the variable nodes have co-ordination M

This equation is understood as follows. In order for a clause at level 2 to be frozen 

by the variables at level 1, all of the level 1 variables to which it is connected must 

be frozen and in conflict with the assignment in the clause. This imposes a fixed 

assignment on the variable 3. This is the only configuration of variables at level 1 

which propagates constraint through a clause to level 3. Now we must consider 

the cumulative effect of all of the clauses which are connected to the variable at 

level 3. There are M — 1 such clauses of which a fraction F propagate constraint 

(are frozen) according to the mechanism of the previous paragraph. Some of these 

frozen clauses propagate the requirement x and others propagate the requirement 

x. The variable at level 3 then has three possible states: P = positive, N  = negative 

and D=degenerate. The state of the level 3 variable is degenerate if the number 

of constrained connections which favor the positive state (x) is the same as the 

number of connections which favor the negative state (T). The probability this
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variable is frozen (i.e. either negated or not) is V =  P +  N  = 1 — D a s  we are 

considering the case where the probability that a variable is negated is 1/2. It is 

straightforward to generalize to the case of unequal probabilities. The probability 

that the node at level 3 is degenerate is then:

D — Y  — --------(— )2k(l -  pF)M~2k (411)
£ 0 (k\)2( M - 2 k ) r  2 ’ K V } y ]

Where we have used the fact that the probability that a connection occurs between 

a variable node and a clause node is p = K / N .  Eq.(4.11) is understood as follows. 

The probability that a clause at level 2 is frozen and connected(z.c. it propagates 

constraint), and it requires the variable at level 3 to be x is pF/2.  The probability 

that a clause propagates constraint and it requires the variable at level 3 to be x is 

also pF/2.  The variable at level 3 is degenerate if these two events occur an equal 

number of times, hence the term (pF/2)2k. The combinatorial factor gives all ways 

of arranging these events, taking into account that the x  and x events are distinct. 

In the thermodynamic limit, using p M  = ocK, we find,

OO
D =  <«■*>

Then we can write:

V = 1 — D =  1 — e~«KFlq(xKF) (4.13)

where Io is the spherical Bessel function of zero order. Note that Iq(0) =  1. For 

completeness, we note that the probability that the new variable is frozen in the 

positive (not negated) state is:

p = y  y  ______— ______ ( E L ) k + i ( i - pF)M-k-i  (414)

The probability that the variable is frozen in the N  state is the same as P for the case
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Figure 4.2: The probability that a clause is frozen, F, as a function of c l ,  for 2-SAT.

we are considering, where the variables have equal probability of being negated 

and not negated.

Equations (4.14) and (4.10) provide the self consistent theory for the onset of a 

giant constrained cluster in K-SAT. We now analyze this theory for the two typical 

cases.

The 2-SAT case (K =  2) In this case Eq.(4.10) is F = V /2 .  Expanding Eq.(4.13) in 

powers of F, we then have,

F =  i [ l  — (1 — 2dlF +  2cl2F2 +  '..)(! +  ol2F2))] (4.15)

This has the trivial solution cl = 1. It also has the non-trivial solution

F ^ s - ^ ^ ( c l - I )  with ( ol  — 1) <C 1 (4.16)

Thus the random 2 — SAT  giant cluster emerges smoothly at a =  1. Numerical 

calculation of F from equations (4.10) and (4.13) is presented in Fig.4.2.

The K >  3-SAT case. In this case, Eq.(4.14) and Eq.(4.10) do not have a solution
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Figure 4.3: The probability that a clause is frozen, F, as a function of a, for 3-SAT.

with a smooth behavior near the critical point. However they do have a non-trivial 

solution which has a discontinuous onset at a threshold value, occ(K). This solu

tion is found by iteration of Eq.(4.10) and Eq.(4.13) and the result is presented in 

Fig.(4.3). We find that although the emergence of the giant cluster is discon

tinuous, for any K > 2 the size of the first order jump decreases quite rapidly 

with increasing K. This indicates that the K-SAT transition is weakly first or

der and that an analytic analysis at large K is possible. The 3-SAT critical value 

which we find, ac(3) «  4.6673(3), is consistent with the replica symmetric solu

tion [89] for the metastability point, and significantly higher than the numerical 

values for the K-SAT transition which lie around 4.3 [85]. The numerical results 

we have found (using Eq.(4.14)) for the metastable point and the jump in F at that 

point: occ{3) =  4.6673(3), SFC =  0.0680(1); ac(4) =  11.833(1), SFC =  0.0341(3); 

ac(5) =  29.91(1), SFC =  0.016(1) ; ac(6) =  64.1(1), SFC =  0.0071(1). The lower 

branches (the unstable solutions for equations (4.10) and (4.13)) were found using 

the half-search interval method.
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Figure 4.4: The probability that a clause is frozen, F, as a function of a, for 4-SAT.

4.5 Energy per variable

For the K — SAT  problem the energy gain of removing a variable node and all 

clauses connected to it reads:

ev = E ( N , M ) ~ E ( N - \ , M - p M )  = ~  + Klx? F (4.17)

The energy gain of removing a clause is:

ec = E (N ,M )  — E ( N ,M  — 1)
BE
dM

(4.18)

Also we can write:

BE B(Ne)—  =  —— - =  e +  N  =  e — a —
BN BN da BN Ba

and
BE B(Ne) Be Ba Be 
BM =  BM =  BaBM =  Ba
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In this way, Eq.(4.17) and Eq.(4.18) become:

and

“V

ev =  e — c c + Kdĉ  (4.19)
dec da.

ec = E ( N , M ) - E ( N , M ~ l )  = ~  = ^  (4.20)

Plugging Eq.(4.20) into Eq.(4.19) we obtain the true energy per variable for the 

K — SAT  problem

e =  ev — (K — 1 )otec (4.21)

For the 3 — SAT  problem Eq.(4.21) is the same as the one obtained by Mezard [86] 

using the cavity approach. The energy density for removing a variable node reads:

oo oo 1 /  r \ K +l

2 L  L  U  « -' =  S i+ 2 S 2 (4.22)
K = 0 l = K + l  

with Si and S2 given by:

00 v . / r \ 2 K

*  = £ ‘- ' ( ^ ( 2 )  (4 '23)

00 00 1 /  V \

K = 0 l = K + l  \  '

oo oo 1v /  r  \
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In our notation x  =  ccKF with F given by Eq.(4.10). Using the identities:

and

f .  K f x \ 2K+n x T 
^ 0 K\(K + n ) \ \ 2 j  2 n+l[X)

ex =  IQ(x) +  2 In(x)
n = 1

we have for Si and S2 '

S1
2

and

Si =  ^e ~ xh (x )  (4.25)

S2 =  \  ( l  -  e~x(I0 (x) + 2I1(x))>j  (4.26)

Using Eq. (4.25) Eq.(4.26) and Eq.(4.22), the final expression for energy density

when we remove a variable node reads:

+  (4.27)

The energy density when we remove a clause node is given by:

where V =  1 — e~aKFIo(a.KF) as we already found (Eq.(4.13). In this way the true 

energy density (4.21) reads:

e = ev -  (K -  1 )aec = ^  ^1 -  e~x(I0 (x) +  KIi(x ))^  (4.29)
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Figure 4.5: Ground state energy for K =  3 using Eq.4.30 (upper curve) and using 
the cavity approach (lower curve line) as a function of a.

For the K =  3 case, the energy given by Eq.(4.29) is represented in Fig. (4.5). In the 

same figure for the K =  3 case is represented the energy given by equation:

e =  [* F A  doc (4.30)
Jo

From Fig.(4.5) we see that the metastable solution for EGS — 0 is reached at 

Oimetastable ~  4.667 while the stable solution is reached at ctstan e ~  5.181.

Fig. (4.6) is for the K =  4 case, and we see that the ground state energy is reached 

&metastable ~  11-832 and ~  14.369.
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Figure 4.6: Ground state energy for K =  4 using Eq.4.30 (upper curve) and using 
the cavity approach (lower curve) as a function of a = M / N .
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4.6 Coloring

The Graph Coloring problem problem is simply stated but is very difficult to solve 

either analytically or numerically. Given a graph, or a lattice, and given a number 

q of available colors, the problem consists in finding a coloring of vertices such that 

no edge has its two end vertices of the same color. The possibility of finding such 

a solution depends on the way the graph is constructed and also on the number of 

colors. The minimally number of colors is the chromatic number of the graph. For 

large random graphs, there exists a critical average connectivity beyond which the 

graphs become uncolorable with probability going to one as the graph size (the 

number of vertices) goes to infinity.

As discussed in Chapter 3 graphs generated close to their critical connectiv

ity are hard to color and therefore the study of critical instances is an algorithmic 

challenge for understanding the onset of computational complexity. For many NP 

problems, the complexity shows an easy-hard-easy pattern [25] [21] [70], [109].

Recently, methods from statistical physics have been applied to computational 

complexity problems one of them being the Coloring problem. The statistical 

physics approach is based on the introduction of a cost function (or energy), calcu

late the free energy in the large system limit (thermodynamic limit) and from here 

calculate the macroscopic quantities of interest. From the free energy we can cal

culate the ground state energy which allows us to make predictions of the graph 

colorability: a non-zero ground state energy indicates that random graphs are typ

ically not colorable. Apart from determining the colorability of the graph, from the 

ground state energy we can determine the typical minimal fraction of unsatisfied 

edges when the graph is not colorable. Also, the ground state entropy gives us 

information about the different coloring schemes that share the minimum number 

of unsatisfied edges (i.e. the degeneracy).
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As shown in Chapter 1, the q-coloring problem can be mapped to a Potts model:

E =  E  <431)
i,j

where bq =  1 (0) if an edge is present (absent) between sites i and j. This is 

the same as the energy of the Potts anti-ferromagnetic model which is an exam

ple of physical system with geometrical frustration [114]. Optimizing the color 

configuration of a graph is equivalent to finding the ground state of the Potts anti

ferromagnetic. A proper coloring of a graph corresponds to a zero energy ground 

state configuration of a Potts anti-ferromagnetic with q-state variables.

In the next section we discuss the order parameter we use to describe frozen or

der, over-constrained variables and colorable variables. This is followed by a dis

cussion of the coloring problem on complete graphs where the problem is trivially 

solvable. The next two sections contain the analysis of the equations for percola

tion of frozen order on diluted Bethe lattices, with particular emphasis on the large 

coordination number limit. Then we present some results for the special case q — 2 

which exhibits a threshold behavior similar to percolation, and also the more inter

esting case <7 =  3. The last section contains a brief summary and some concluding 

remarks.

4.7 The model and Limiting results

As described above, each site has a variable which may have one of q colors, that 

is Xj = l , . . . , q .  If a site has no neighbors, then the energy is the same for any of 

these q possible colors. However if the site has many neighbors we need to find the 

color configuration which minimizes the number of mono-color bonds, i.e. bonds 

which have the same color at each end. Of particular interest is the possibility that
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a site has a unique color which minimizes the energy. That is, the color of a site is 

fixed by its neighbor configuration. We introduce two probabilities related to sites 

whose color is fixed, i.e. , frozen, namely:

G =  Probability that a site is frozen and colorable,

H  =  Probability that a site is frozen and not colorable.

A site is frozen and colorable if the site has a unique color, but the site can be col

ored without causing an increase in the energy cost of the system. That is, none of 

the neighbors of the site has the same color as the frozen site. In contrast, a site is 

frozen and uncolorable if its color is unique, but it has at least one connected neigh

bor which has the same color in the ground state. The sum of these probabilities, 

F = G + H, plays the most important role in the analysis. In order to be a globally 

frozen ground state, frozen order must percolate. If frozen order does not perco

late, then a surface exists which separate one region of frozen order from another 

region of frozen order. These two regions may be deformed with respect to each 

other and hence the ground state is unstable to a long wave length zero-energy 

excitation. We shall also find the probability, O, that a site is not colorable and 

over-constrained (this probability includes the probability H  of being frozen and 

colorable). Finally, we will find the probability U that a site is under-constrained. 

Under-constrained sites are colorable but are not frozen. The following conserva

tion law holds for these probabilities:

0 + G  + U = 1 (4.32)

The energy is found from the order parameter by noticing that if we add one edge 

to the system, we have probability F2/ 2 of making a monocolor bond, so the en

ergy of the system in increased by one unit. That is, if both of the sites at the ends 

of the edge have frozen colors and their colors are the same, then the edge is frus-
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trated and costs unit energy. The probability that the two sites are frozen is F2, 

while the probability that the two sites have the same color is 1 /q.  We thus have:

dE F2
E(B + 1) -  E(B) »  —  =  -  (4.33)

where B is the number of bonds in the system before the edge is added. In a 

diluted complete graph, B =  p N ( N  — l ) /2 . In the random graph limit, p = c / N  

and B =  cN/2 .  Defining the energy density e = E / N ,  we find:

de F2

T c =  ( 4 3 4 >

Integrating this expression we have,

* )  =  £ £  (4.35)

where c* is the coloring threshold. A simple example which can be solved explic

itly is a complete graph, where every site is connected to every other site (this is 

equivalent to c —*■ N / 2 in the above). We define nj to be the number of vertices 

which are assigned color I. Since every vertex is connected to every other vertex, 

the energy is simply:

E{ni,n2, ■ ■ ■ , n q) = i  £ n , ( n ,  -  1)<H]C ni ~  N)  (4.36)
z i=i i=i

If we define the fractions X/ =  n// N  and take the limit N  —> oo, we find,

at2 <7 9
E(x1, x 2/ . . . / xq) = - y Y l x 2S ( J 2 xl ~  !) (4-37)

Z  1 = 1  1 = 1

This energy is a convex function of the fractions X/, so its minimum is either at a 

boundary of the domain, or it is a unique minimum in the interior of the domain.
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A straightforward analysis demonstrates that the minimum is a symmetric solu

tion at Xi =  1/q  and hence the energy is £ =  N 2 /2q. This state has degeneracy 

N  \ /  ( (N /  q)'.)^ which is all the ways of arranging q sets of n /q  items each amongst 

the total of N  items. In order to make contact with the energy that we defined in 

(4.35), we set c = N,  and we find,

e(c -> oo) =  ^  (4.38)

4.8 Coloring on Bethe Lattice

A Bethe lattice introduced by Hans Bethe in 1935 is a connected cycle-free graph 

where each node is connected to z neighbors with z called the coordination num 

ber. Bethe lattice can be seen as a tree-like structure growing from a central node 

called root, with all the nodes arranged in shells around the central one.

We solve the problem of coloring random lattices in the limit of large coordina

tion number. In this limit the Bethe lattice solution approaches that of the solution 

of random graphs. It is important to point out at the outset that trees are bipartite, 

so that coloring on simple trees is trivial. We only need two colors to color a bi

partite graph, so for any q > 2  there is no transition on trees with free boundaries. 

However there is a symmetric fixed point (i.e. all colors are equally probable) even 

on trees. This symmetric solution is produced either by choosing equal probability 

boundary conditions on the outer leaves on the trees or by explicitly equating the 

probabilities of all of the available colors.

Consider a Bethe lattice of coordination number z. The limiting behavior of 

such lattices is calculated on one branch of the tree which has coordination num 

ber a = N  — 1. We consider randomly removing bonds on the Bethe lattice so 

that a bond is present with probability p. In the random graph limit N  —> oo and
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p —> c / N  where c is finite, there is typically a finite number of connections between 

neighboring sites. We solve the problem of finding the lowest cost coloring of di

luted Bethe lattices. As is usual on trees, this calculation can be done recursively 

due to the independence of the probabilities on a given level of the tree. In this 

problem we have q colors and we seek to assign colors to the vertices of the graph 

so that the minimum number of connected neighbor sites have the same color.

Our analysis centers on the probability F; (I = 1,2, ..q), which is the probability 

that a site is frozen in color /. We also introduce the probability G/, which is the 

probability that a site is frozen with color / and is colorable. The probability G\ is 

given by the recursion relation:

00 00 00 00 |

E  •• E  E  fe ,k, , - k ik ,ik2=lk3=l kq=lkq+1 = o K2-lc3—-lcq-lcq+l-
q+1

(vh)h(ph)h- W :‘’(1-v'E,Fi)k''*'}(s+ L ki - ‘t') <439>
1=2

This formula is understood as follows. In order for a site to be frozen in the color 

1, all the other q — 1 colors must appear and be frozen on one of the connected 

neighbor sites. The probability that a neighbor site is connected and frozen in color 

I is pF/. This event may occur one or more times, so we must sum over k[ =  1, ...oo. 

We thus have a term (pFi)k‘ for each of the required q — 1 frozen neighbor colors. 

However, we must also allow for the possibility of events which are not of the type 

pF|, which leads to the term (1 — p £  F/)^+1. This probability is summed from 0 to 

oo as it does not have to exist in a configuration in order to ensure that G\ be finite. 

Note however that (1 — p £  F/) is by far the most likely event in the random graph 

limit, where p —> c /N .  All of these probabilities are exclusive and independent. 

We must also allow for all ways of arranging this set of q + 1 exclusive events 

amongst the a possible connections between our newly added site and the sites at 

the lower level in the tree. This leads to the multinomial factor. Eq. (4.39) occurs
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for each of the q colors that are allowed. Now we make the symmetric assumption 

in which each color is assumed to occur on frozen sites with equal probability. We 

thus can write G, = G/q  and F; = F/q.  Equation 4.39 reduces to:

00 00 00 00 I
v - ”!  v — \ r — i PC .

k2= i * “ i  " k ^ i k ^ o  h l k 3 l . . k q l k q + 1 l

(4.40)

(4.41)

(4.42)

The calculation of H, the probability that a site is frozen but not colorable (i.e. it 

has neighbors which have the same color) is similar though more complex. For a 

site to be uncolorable but frozen, it may have a color which occurs on a neighboring 

frozen site. However for color 1 to be frozen and colorable, the number of times a 

frozen neighbor has color 1 must be strictly smaller then the number of times any 

of the other q — 1 colors occur on frozen neighbors. There is an infinite series of 

terms of this sort, consisting of cases where the color 1 has 1,2,3,... neighbors of
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Cj~\~ 1
(pF/ q)^=2kl (1 — pF)k,i+1S(s +  ki — a)

1=2

Using a convenient form for the S function we have:

0C\ [ dz (  ™ 1 1 r/ 1  m  lk
h ^ ~ v ) A

2 TCI J  za+1
pFrz.

<?

Now we take the random graph limit, p = c / N ,  a —* N  to find:

g = s E ( - i  y - ' - '
r = 0 \  r  /

= qe^cF[ecF/ci -  1]?_1

G  =  q
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the same color while all the other colors occur a strictly larger number of times for 

each case. The probability Hi is given by,

a oo oo oo ir  r  r  r  ----- -00 00 0i\

(j-{-1

- P E F!)‘,+1^ S+  L k‘ - « )  (4-43)
1=2

Similar equations occur for H j .  The case s =  0 correspond to the probability Gi of 

Eq.(4.39). Making the symmetric assumption H i  =  H / q ,  Fi  =  F / q ,  and using the 

integral form of the delta function we find,

Using F  — G +  H  together with Eq. (4.42) and Eq.(4.44) we have the key equations 

for the symmetric theory of constraint percolation. The solutions of these self- 

consistent equations lead to predictions for the behavior of F from which we may 

calculate other quantities of interest. For example, the probability that a site is not 

colorable or over-constrained is given by,

Cj~\~ 1

-  p E ^ ' ^ E  -  *) <4-45>
1 = 1

That is a site is over-constrained if all of the colors occur and are frozen on neigh-

(4.44)

00 00 00 00

0  =  E  E  - E  E ki\k2 lk3 l..kq\kq+i\k=lk2=l kq=lkq+i=0

boring sites. Using the symmetric assumption and the integral form for the delta
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function we have,

(1 -  e- cf/<?)<? (4.46)

From this we find the simple the result:

0 =  ( l - e f y (4.47)

Finally, the probability that a site is under-constrained is given by the probability 

that there are q — 2 or fewer connected neighbors which have frozen colors. For 

the symmetric case, this leads to,

Comparing Eqs. (4.42), (4.47) and (4.49), we have the expected normalization con

dition G + O + U = 1.

4.9 Results

For q =  2, we assume that F is continuous near the percolation threshold and 

expand this expression in powers of F which yields,

(4.48)

which reduces to

U = 1 -  (1 -  e~cF/^  -  qe~cF{ecF/  ̂-  I )*"1 (4.49)

F  «  cF -  ^ ( cF ) 2 +  0 ( ( cF ) 3 ) 
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Figure 4.7: The coloring order parameters for q = 2. The lower two curves are the 
probability that a site is frozen and colorable, G (the s = 0 term in eq.(4.40)), and 
the probability that a site is frozen and frustrated, H  (the s > 1 term in eq.(4.40)). 
The top curve is the probability that a site has a frozen color F =  G +  H, which is 
found by solving eq.(4.40) with q = 2.

This has the solution:

So, other than a prefactor of 4 /3 c2 instead of 2 / c2, the critical behavior of the giant 

cluster probability is the same as is in random graphs [33,41]. For c well away from 

the transition, we solve Eq.(4.50) numerically. The s and k sums converge rapidly 

and for the c range near critical threshold, only a few terms are required for high 

accuracy results.

From the solution for F we obtain all of the results of interest and they are 

presented in Fig. (4.7). The continuous behavior of 2-coloring near threshold is ev

ident from these data. Using eq.(4.35), the energy density for q = 3 is represented 

in Fig. (4.9). For q = 3, an attempt to find a continuous transition by expanding in 

powers of F fails.
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Figure 4.8: The coloring order parameters for q =  3. The lower two curves are the 
probability that a site is frozen and colorable, G (the s =  0 term in eq.(4.40)), and 
the probability that a site is frozen and frustrated, H  (the s > 1 term in Eq.(4.40)). 
The top curve is the probability that a site has a frozen color F = G +  H, which is 
found by solving Eq.(4.40) with q = 3.

Numerical solution of Eq.(4.40) is presented in Fig. (4.8) where it was seen that 

there is a jump discontinuity in the infinite frozen cluster probability at a sharp 

threshold. We find that c* =  5.14(1) and that the jump in the order parameter is 

AFc =  0.365(1). We thus find that the coloring transition for q = 3 is first order as 

has been found in numerical simulations on random graphs [25].

Our coloring threshold is consistent with a recent replica symmetric numeri

cal calculation, which yielded c* ~  5.1 [108], but is significantly higher than that 

found in the simulation work of Culberson and Gent [25] where c* «  4.5 — 4.7 or 

in the numerical work on survey propagation [95], which yields c* ~  4.42. Never

theless the nature of the transition is correctly captured by the simple CP theory. It 

is also important to note that the solution found here may also be metastable for a 

range of c, as was found in the rigidity case [31]. The onset of metastability is an 

important threshold from the point of algorithmic efficiency, as it marks the onset
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Figure 4.9: Energy density for the q =  3 case

of glassy relaxation dynamics.

The coloring theory developed above can be formulated in a very similar way 

to the formulation of the propagation of the k-core. However, there is a critical 

difference. The constraints in the coloring theory have to be treated as distinguish

able, while the constraints in the k-core calculation are indistinguishable.

Although we concentrated on the symmetric theory, cavity methods [85] hold 

promise for generalizing this approach to the unsymmetric case, as will be pre

sented elsewhere. The coloring transition is continuous for q =  2 and discontin

uous for q > 3, similarly K — SAT  is continuous for K = 2 and discontinuous for 

K > 3. In contrast the VB  model of glasses has a continuous phase transition. As 

found in the rigidity percolation problem [94], processes which require more than 

2-connectivity in order to propagate constraint have a tendency toward first order 

transitions. However, a counter example is rigidity percolation on triangular lat-
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tices, where the rigidity transition is continuous [93]. It thus seems a difficult task 

to determine the conditions which produce continuous as opposed to discontinu

ous percolation transitions in complex combinatorial problems.
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Chapter 5

Applications to System Biology

Research at the intersection of the biological and computational sciences holds the 

potential to enable a number of important advances for both communities. Com

putational models of cell regulatory networks and biochemical signaling cascades 

are being constructed to elucidate the inner working of living cells. Biologists are 

utilizing these models to explore the logical implication of alternative competing 

hypothesis, to design drugs that are highly selective for specific targets, and to 

control the behaviors of cells in response to external inputs. Similarly, advances 

in the biological sciences are being used to drive innovation in the design of new 

computing architectures based on biomolecules. The inherent ability of D N A  and 

R N A  nucleotides to perform very big computations is being exploited to solve NP  

hard computational problems.

I l l
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5.1 Combinatorial Optimization Methods for Dissect

ing Gene Regulatory Networks During Neuronal 

Differentiation

Combinatorial and coordinated actions of transcription factors and signaling pro

teins dictate the determination of cell fate during retinal development. NRL  (neu

ral retina leucine zipper) is the key transcriptional regulatory protein, which initi

ates a cascade of molecular events leading to functional rod photo-receptors from 

committed post-mitotic precursors. It controls the expression of most, if not all, 

rod-specific genes including the visual pigment rhodopsin. When NRL  is absent, 

a rod precursor changes its course and becomes a cone, implying the existence 

of pools of progenitor cells that can acquire either a rod or a cone cell fate. To 

understand the gene regulatory networks (GRNs ) during photoreceptor differen

tiation, Swaroop's group [36] generated a transgenic mouse line (NRL :: GFP) 

that expresses enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), under the control of 

NRL  promoter, specifically in rod photo-receptors. Using FACS-purified photo

receptors, we have produced genome-wide expression profiles at five different 

developmental time points corresponding to distinct stages of differentiation and 

from multiple mouse mutants. These studies have provided huge lists of differ

entially expressed genes. However, manually sifting through the datasets to pos

tulate downstream targets and networks of co-regulated genes have been highly 

cumbersome and error-prone. We therefore develop computational methods for 

constructing key functional paths in the gene regulatory network for rod/cone 

differentiation. Technologies developed in these studies should find wider appli

cations in other microarray-based investigations. A comprehensive understanding 

of GRNs  might lead to better design of drug targets for macular degeneration and 

retinal dystrophies.
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5.1.1 Computational Background

To identify functional motifs in gene regulatory networks, we seek develop new 

methods to cluster genes in a systematic manner, beginning with the most highly 

correlated gene pairs. At each level in our clustering procedure, we identify the 

gene pair in each cluster with the strongest correlation. The most highly corre

lated gene pairs occur in small clusters and are interpreted as functional motifs 

in the gene regulatory network. Motifs extracted from different knockout exper

iments and at different developmental time points provide key insight into func

tional pathways in the network.

We developed the following clustering method using co-expression data: start

ing with small correlated clusters, which are candidates for motifs in the regulatory 

network. Clustering is carried out in a systematic way using Kruskal's algorithm 

for minimum spanning tree, a well known combinatorial optimization procedure. 

The most highly correlated genes are clustered first and at later times less highly 

correlated gene clusters are merged. Each cluster-cluster merging event is charac

terized by the strength of its co-expression correlation.

Using co-expression data at different time points and for different knockouts, 

gene expression changes and co-expressed motifs are expected to be modified con

tinuously during development (temporal changes). Using our clustering proce

dures, the hope is to characterize the way in which development modifies motifs 

and define how motifs are altered by different knockouts.

5.1.2 Biological Bakground 

Retinal development

The vertebrate retina is an intriguingly complex yet a relatively simple model to 

investigate molecular details underlying complex cellular processes and higher
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order functions of the central nervous system. It consists of six major neuron types 

and one glia. During retinal differentiation, these different cell types are generated 

in a predictable sequence from a common pool of multi-potent progenitors [19], 

[75].

The competence model of cell fate determination proposes that a heterogeneous 

pool of multi-potent progenitors passes through states of competence, in that it 

can produce a specific set of cell types. At the molecular level, this competence 

is acquired under the influence of extrinsic as well as cell-intrinsic mechanisms, 

which include transcriptional regulatory proteins [19], [75]. Functional mainte

nance and survival of mature retina also requires quantitatively precise gene ex

pression; over- or under-expression of certain cell-type specific genes results in 

retinopathies. Hence, elucidation of transcriptional regulatory networks in devel

oping and mature retina is fundamental in understanding the neuronal differenti

ation as well as disease pathogenesis.

Photoreceptor differentiation and development

In the mammalian retina, rod and cone photo-receptors account for over 70% of 

all cells; in most mammals, rods are almost 20-fold higher in number compared 

to cones. Cones are born earlier than rods during retinal development and rods 

develop over a much broader temporal window than cones Fig.(5.1).
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Rod Birth | Rho Expression | Eye opening |

Peak of Rod Birth OS Formation Mature Rods

Figure 5.1: Time-line of rod photoreceptor birth, major developmental events, and 
the kinetics of NRL  and rhodopsin (Rho) gene expression. Rod birth peaks at PI -  
2. At P6, expression of rhodopsin and several other rod-specific genes is observed. 
Outer segments begin to form at PIO and by P28 mature rods are formed. Adapted 
from Akimoto et al. [36]

. , .   structural
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Figure 5.2: A proposed model of photoreceptor differentiation, integrating the 
transcriptional regulatory functions of NRL  and NR2E3 [22].
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A majority of rods are born postnatally. Post-mitotic rod precursors exhibit 

variable delays, depending upon their time of birth (early or late), before express

ing the photo-pigment rhodopsin, a definitive marker of mature rods [36]. Though 

several transcription factors are shown to regulate rod gene expression, the rod 

photoreceptor-specific transcription factor NRL  is required for rod differentia

tion [78]. It interacts with cone rod homeobox (CRX),  photoreceptor-specific or

phan nuclear receptor (NR2E3), and other proteins to regulate the expression of 

most, if not all, rod-specific genes. Ablation of NRL  in mice (N RL_ / ~) results in a 

rodless retina with S —cones [26]. A similar phenotype is observed in the retinal de

generation 7 for mice and in patients with enhanced S-cone syndrome, caused by 

mutations in a rod-specific orphan nuclear receptor NR2E3. Significantly, NR2E3  

expression is undetectable in the NRL — / — retina, suggesting that both NRL  

and NR2E3  share similar regulatory functions. It was shown that NR2E3  is a 

direct transcriptional target of NRL  in the retinal developmental hierarchy. Mu

tations in NRL  and NR2E3 are associated with distinct retinal disease phenotypes 

([112], [62], [104], [87], [55]).

As elaborated in Fig.(5.1) and Fig.(5.2), retinal progenitor cells (RPCs) un

dergo terminal mitosis at specific times during development. The post-mitotic 

cells (PMCs) are directed towards photoreceptor lineage and pass through distinct 

transition stages. PMCs  that actively express NRL  are instructed to rod cell fate, 

whereas those not actively expressing NRL  produce cones. Expression of NRL  

induces rod differentiation, but only subsequent NR2E3 expression stabilizes the 

cell fate by completely repressing cone genes. In the RD7  retina, the absence of 

NR2E3 transforms some of the early-born rod precursors to S-cones, while others 

may acquire rod-cone hybrid phenotype (private communications from Professor 

Swaroop). In the NRL  — /  — retina, since NRL  and NR2E3 are not present, these 

potential rod precursors adopt the default S-cone fate. Ectopic expression of NR2E3
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in these cells can partially rescue the rod morphology and gene expression but not 

functionality [22].

Experimental design and data

In order to understand the gene regulatory pathways during rod photoreceptor 

differentiation, it was generated a transgenic mouse line (NRL :: GFP) in wild- 

type background that expresses enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) under 

the control of NRL  promoter, specifically in rod photo-receptors [36]. To directly 

evaluate the origin of enhanced S-cones in the NRL  — / — retina, the wild-type 

transgenic mice were inter-bred with NRL  — /  — mice. The GFP-tagged rod pre

cursors in this line take the identity of S-cones in the absence of NRL  and NR2E3.  

Since a similar phenotype was observed by the loss of NR2E3  function in RD7  

mouse retina, NRL  :: GFP crossed with RD7  mice comprised the third mouse line.

To explore additional possible downstream targets of NR2E3, it was ectopically 

expressed in the NRL  — / — retina in the fourth mouse line using CRX  promoter. 

Expression of NR2E3 in the NRL  — /  — retina completely suppressed cone differ

entiation and resulted in morphologically rod-like photo-receptors, which were 

however not functional, probably due to the absence of NRL  [22]. Mating of dif

ferent transgenic lines with the NRL  :: GFP mice allows tagging of rod precur

sors and mature rods with EGFP, facilitating their enrichment by fluorescence- 

activated cell sorting (FACS) [36].

The advantage of using the transgenic mouse lines is that purified photo

receptors from mutant mice can be obtained by FACS. Hence, one can generate 

gene profiles of a specific cell type during development (instead of using the whole 

retina). The four mutant transgenic mouse lines used have the following pheno

type: (i) wild-type where rods are tagged with GFP (both NRL  and NR2E3  are 

expressed); (ii) NRL  — / — where the GFP-tagged rod precursors take the identity
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of S-cones (both NRL  and NR2E3 are absent); (iii) RD7 where rod-cone hybrid cells 

are tagged with GFP (NRL  is expressed, NR2E3  is absent); and (iv) NR2E3  trans

genic in NRL  — / — background where non-functional rods are tagged with GFP 

(NR2E3 is expressed, but NRL  is absent). Thus, these mouse lines represent dif

ferent combinations of the two key transcription factors, NRE  and NR2E3,  which 

are required for normal rod photoreceptor differentiation. Swaroop's generated 

gene profile data from the GFP+ cells purified from the retinas of these transgenic 

mouse lines at five different developmental time points: E16, P2, P6, PIO and P28 

as is shown in Fig.(5.1). Four independent samples were used at each time point. 

Affymetrix GeneChips 430 were used for gene profiling.

5.1.3 Construction of gene regulatory networks (GRN) from ex

perimental data

Much of the initial work has focused on the development of techniques for ac

curate identification of differentially expressed genes and their statistical signifi

cance. However, the main difficulty in the analysis lies not in the identification 

of differentially expressed genes but in their interpretation. Hero's group devel

oped an approach [116] that clusters genes based on their functionality rather than 

on the level of expression. The group implemented successfully [34] an algorithm 

that first constructs the relevance network (determined by three parameters: FDR, 

M A S  and p) based on the estimation of pairwise gene profile correlation, and then 

discovers the biological significance of the network.

The microarray data set available from these studies of mutant mice may be 

summarized in Fig.(5.3). Data currently exists for four m utant phenotypes at five 

different time points during photoreceptor development in mammalian retina. 

However, for a more accurate control of statistical significance of gene pair cor

relation an adaptive FDR controlling procedure [65] can be used; depending on
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Figure 5.3: The phenotype matrix. E- (f) represents the expression level of a set 
of genes, with each gene labeled by i, corresponding to the Z-th experiment (i.e. 
knockout phenotype) at time t.

the number of effects, one can choose which standard error estimator works best 

in conjunction with the original FDR controlling method.

5.1.4 Discovery of functions/pathways from constructed retinal 

GRN

Biologists are interested in developing new methods for extracting functional path

ways from data like that illustrated in Fig.(5.3). One approach is to extend the rel

evance network approach [116] and to consider gene expression levels at different 

time points enabling the identification of the time course of functionally-related 

genes. The simplest multivariate statistic is the pair correlation between genes, 

which may be at different time points and /o r in different phenotypes. A study of 

pair correlations at different time points would reveal time delays in the expression 

of downstream genes. Also, a study of correlations between different mutant phe

notypes could reveal the effect of a specific transcription factor (N RL  or NR2E3) 

on levels of gene expression. If there is a time delay in the effect of mutation on 

the expression of downstream genes, this will be revealed by multivariate analysis 

between different phenotypes at different times. An issue of considerable concern 

is that experimental uncertainty may obscure the trends in individual gene pairs,
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Figure 5.4: Clustering of genes based on correlation level. Small clusters of high 
correlation appear first. When clusters join, they are linked by an edge (thick edges 
in the figure) of lower correlation which gives a measure of the confidence associ
ated with the larger cluster. The two different degree of grayness are for the two 
types of co-expressions: up-, respectively down-regulated genes.

so that identification of gene subsets which behave similarly provides a means to 

reduce statistical error. To alleviate this, we searched subsets to find gene clusters, 

which exhibit maximum average correlations.

Clustering of genes. Starting with a set of genes which are not connected, we 

form clusters of genes that are most correlated by adding the most correlated gene 

pairs first (first level, from Fig.(5.4)). When clusters merge during this process, by 

construction, the correlation of last gene pair added before emerging is lower than 

the correlation of any other gene pair already in the clusters. We will call herein 

this last link, the weakest link. Larger clusters appear but only through relatively 

low correlation edges - the weakest links. As illustrated, the most strongly corre

lated clusters are small and are the most important motifs in the gene regulatory 

network. Using this approach we construct the entire network using the available 

data for different time points and for one knockout.
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5.2 Preliminary results

Using unpublished data from Swaroop group we present some results based on 

minimum spanning tree algorithm. For sorting the data we are using the false dis

covery rate (FDR) combined with the confidence interval method (Cl) (also called

run with a minimum fold change of 2. The wild type was used as the control. Wild 

ty p e , is the typical form of an organism, strain, gene, or characteristic as it occurs 

in nature and it refers to the most common phenotype in the natural population.

As we already showed in Fig. (5.4) the clustering of genes is based on the level 

of correlation. We performed two different ways of clustering. The first method 

is when small clusters of high correlation appears first. When clusters join, they 

are linked by an edge of lower correlation (which we called the weakest link) which 

gives a measure of the confidence associated with the large cluster. This is actually 

the minimum spanning tree. The second method of clustering is when small clus

ters of low correlation appear first. In this way we actually clusters genes which 

are anti-correlated.

To construct the network we need to determine the weights for the edges that 

connect the genes. For this we use the following scaling equation:

In Eq.(5.1) represents the weight of the link that connects gene i to gene j; 

l j  represent the co-expression level for the two genes and a is a scaling parameter. 

The minus sign in Eq.(5.1) corresponds to the case where the clustering is made 

with genes that are correlated whereas the plus sign corresponds to the case when 

the genes are anti-correlated.

Initially we constructed a relatively small network with only 30 genes where

the FDRCI method) of wild type compared to N RL — /  — at 5 different time points

(5.1)
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NrlKO • wtGfp • com parison
Embryonic 16 Post-natal 2 Post-natal 6 Post-natal 10 Adult

Gene Symbol AFC Gene Symbol AFC Gene Symbol AFC Gene Symbol AFC Gene Symbol AFC
Nrl -14.93 iNrl -25.13 Lrp4 -63.17 Nrl -60.32 Rho -98.21
. . . -11.03 irp4 -10.79 Nrl -38.22 Rho -38.13 Rho -75.19 :
A230057Gl8Rik -9.84 2700063G02Rik -9.8 Pde6b -25.31 Rho -36.5 . . . . -62.51
Sh2bp1 -9.39 . . . -6.78 Tcfap2b -11.74 Rho -31.27 Nrl -61.02
Lrrtml -8.45 Nr2e3 -6.61 Nr2e3 -10,58 Rho -24.81 Rho -57.86
A730017C20Rik -8.26 ^Tcfap2b -5.74 . . . . -9.78 Lrp4 -21.85 Gnatl -52.51
MGC65558 I I I -8.23 MGC65558 I I I -5.61 ;Rho -8.68 Pde6b -21.18 Rho -42.65
MGC65558 -8.17 ;Ext1 -5.56 C030033M19Rik -8.22 Nr2e3 -17 Slc24a1 -34.78
Tia1 -8.17 Tcfapea -5,55 111005lBl6Rik -7.8 1l1005lBl6Rik; -16.64 D630002G06/// -30.03
Lrp4 -8,14 A230057Gl8Rik -5.54 :Rrm2 -7.59 Gnatl -12.41 A930036K24Rlk -28.65

Qrygf -7.37 Tcfap2a -5.38 - -7.45 9430059P22Rik -9,55 D630002G06 -26.49
Cspg2 -6.25 Sag -5.18 . . . -7.44 Gnb1 -8.73 Kcnj14 -25.28
2310047l15Rik -6.18 ;Pde6b -5 2810422M04Rik -7.11 Psc£ -7.22 Grtn -24.98
9330186Al9Rik -6.01 IMGC85558 -4.99 Samd7 -6.73 Cngal -7.04 PdeS) -23.62
Tcfap2b -5.93 Egr1 -4.9 Gad1 -6.71 Dpi 11 -7.03 J--- -22.17
D7Ertd715e 2.54 4930544G21Rik: 2.74 Hist3h2a 5.61 2900027GQ3Rik; 11.18 4933408F15 14.34
. . . 2.55 Hnrpal 2.77 C030009J22Rik : 5.73... C030009J22Rik: 11.47 I7530404M11 Rik: 14.65 '
Socs3 2.55 Lmo2 2.77 Pank1 5.74..... Mpp6 12.22 Gnat2 14.67

Neo1 2.55 Sm 2.86 6230400Gl4Rik 6.25 Socs3 12.62 Opnlsw 15.03 I
Ddx6 2.56 — 2.86 - 6.48 Cl30076007Rik; 12.89 Gpr49 15.11 I

1500Q11J06Rik 2.65 3632451006R i k 2.87 Ttr 6.95 Casp7 13.15 Arr3 15.12

Gfral 2.74 Ixnip 2.9 Mtnrla 7.99 ~ : 13.47 Arr3 17.56

C 1$ 2.82 Opnlsw 2.95 Pnp 8.28 BC037006 i 13.68 Casp7 18.89
Salll 2.89 6230400Gl4Rik 2.99 Socs3 8.54 Kcne2 13.85 2900027G03Rik 19.31.....
Trp53inp2 3.13 Mtnrla 3.08 Gnat2 9.5 4933408F15..... 14.33 Opnlsw 20.19
Pfdn2........ .... ':~ 3.25 Smpdl3a 3.13 :Moxd1 10.11 Moxdl ] 14.67 Cngb3 22.41

Gm132 3.32 Gnat2 3.52 Socs3 10.38 Slc6a6 16,18 Crot 23.17
Ssa2 3.34 — 3.69 :PCP2 10.63 Gnat2 16.33 :Fkbp9 24.1.......
28104i7H13Rik 3.38 Ampd2 ..4 .... Kcne2 11.72.... Gucala 25.41 F ^ )7 30.59.....

Lrrtm4 3.45 IBs 6.04 Opnlsw 12.21 Opnlsw 30.55 Clca3 33.73 j

Figure 5.5: The FDRCI output of wild type compared to NRL — /  — at 5 different 
time points run with a minimum fold change of 2. Only the most down- and -up 
30 regulated genes are shown.

we choose the most 15 up- and the most 15 down- co-expressed anti-correlated 

genes as is shown in Fig.(5.5).

Fig.(5.6) shows the anti-correlation network for three different time points: em

bryonic 16, post-natal 6 and two months (adult). As we can see from this figure, for 

the embryonic 16 time point, the first link added is between the gene leucine rich 

repeat transmembrane neuronal 4 (Lrtm4) which is a rat tetraspan protein and gene 

transcription factor AP  — 2 beta (Tcfaplb). As time evolves the network becomes 

less bushy as is shown in Fig. (5.6) for post-natal 6 and adult. In the same way
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E 1 6

P 8

19
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Figure 5.6: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the most highly anti
correlated 30 genes at embryonic 16, post-natal 6 and 2 months (adult) for NrlKO- 
wtGfp.
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Figure 5.7: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly anti-correlated 
genes at embryonic 16 for NrlKO-wtGfp.

that we constructed the network from Fig. (5.6), using the data provided from Swa- 

roop's lab we constructed the whole network corresponding to the E16 time point. 

Fig.(5.7) shows this network where 961 genes were used. From this network we 

can identify the most connected genes which are also called hubs. The presence of 

hubs is very important in keeping together the network. As time evolves, the size 

of the hubs is reduced (Fig.(5.8),Fig.(5.9),Fig.(5.10),and Fig.(5.11)). For the adult 

time point, the structure of the network shows again a bushy structure as is shown 

in Fig.(5.11). As we can see from this figure, more hubs are present but with lower
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Figure 5.8: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly anti-correlated 
genes at post-natal 2 for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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Figure 5.9: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly anti-correlated 
genes at post-natal 6 for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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Figure 5.10: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly anti-correlated 
genes at post-natal 10 for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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Figure 5.11: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly anti-correlated 
genes at 2 months (adult) for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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connectivity. By looking at the network we can see that the network correspond

ing to time points P2, P6, P10 and adult resemble networks. Scale-free networks 

proved of crucial importance in understanding many inter-disciplinary areas span

ning from Internet [97] and world wide web [16] to social networks [76] and gene 

regulatory networks [6]. Scale-free networks are characterized by a power-law 

degree distribution where the probability (P) that a node has k links is given by 

p(k) k 7 and 7  is a degree exponent. For most biological networks it is believed 

that 2 < 7  < 3. The probability that a node is highly connected proved statisti

cally to be more significant than in random graphs and the network's properties 

are often determined by this relatively small number of highly connected nodes 

(or hubs). There is hope that these gene-hubs are also very important from the 

biological point of view.

However from the histogram presented in Fig.(5.12) we see that there is a differ

ence between £16 and the other four networks obtained at P2, P6, P10 and adult. 

As we can see in Fig.(5.12) these four networks display the typical case of a power 

law behavior while £16 has a predominance of highly connected hubs.

We found the most connected hubs for five different time points. As is shown in 

Fig.(5.7), Fig.(5.9) and Fig.(5.11) we have: (i) the most connected gene Lrrtm4 at E16 

has connectivity 101;(ii) the most connected gene Pnp at P2 has connectivity 15; (iii) 

there are two most connected, one of them being Clu at P6 with connectivity 11; 

(iv) the most connected gene Rtel at PIO has connectivity 28, and finally (v) the 

most connected gene 4933412FllRzTc at 2 months has connectivity 15.

Next, we constructed the correlated network (the minus sign case in Eq.(5.1)) 

for three different time-points: el6, post-natal 2 and post-natal 6. The results are 

presented in Fig.(5.13), Fig.(5.14) and Fig.(5.15). These three networks resemble 

scale free networks. For the correlated case the network at £16 looks like a scale- 

free network, while for the anti-correlated case and for the same time point this is
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Figure 5.12: k vs. N(k) for the anti-correlated case corresponding to the 5 networks 
corresponding to the anti-correlated case.
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Figure 5.13: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly correlated genes 
at embryonic 16 for NrlKO-wtGfp.

not the case.
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Figure 5.14: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly correlated genes 
at post-natal 2 for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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Figure 5.15: Minimum Spanning Tree corresponding to the highly correlated genes 
at post-natal 6 for NrlKO-wtGfp.
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Figure 5.16: k vs. N(k) for the anti-correlated case corresponding to the 5 networks 
corresponding to the correlated case.

We found the hubs for the five different time points that we considered 

throughout this analysis. As it is shown in Fig.(5.13), Fig.(5.14) and Fig.(5.15) 

we found: (i) the most connected gene TfZ/44 at E16 has connectivity 21;(ii) the 

most connected gene 2310007D03Rik at P2 has connectivity 9; (iii) the most con

nected gene AW047325 at P6 has connectivity 10; (iv) the most connected gene 

Mak3 at P10 has connectivity 23, and finally (v) the most connected gene Kifap3  at 

2 months has connectivity 15. In Fig.(5.16) we draw the histograms for the five net

works corresponding to the correlated case; N  (k) represents the number of genes 

with connectivity k. Although this work is preliminary we have identified sev

eral key candidates as targets for treatment of different retinal diseases. In our 

networks, genes are vertices and pairwise co-expressions are network edges. Tra

ditional work on gene networks focuses on the two aspects: discovery of networks
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which are statistical significant (False Discovery Rate) and discovery of networks 

which are biological significant (Minimum Acceptable Strength).

We used unpublished data from mice retina provided from Swaroop's lab from 

University of Michigan, but our method of clustering and finding networks can 

be applied to any other biological system not only to retina. We plan to take this 

work to the next level and identify the topology of cellular pathways involved in 

photoreceptor differentiation and to to identify possible targets for treatement of 

different eye diseases.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis covers two areas of application of statistical physics. Firstly it covers 

application of statistical physics to computer science problems, namely to complex 

network systems. Seccondly it covers application of statistical physics to biology.

Application to complex networks from computer science is based on one of the 

most important properties specific to NP problems namely that many apparently 

different problems can be mapped to each other so that solutions are preserved 

under the mapping. An important observation is that problems whose order pa

rameter is at the critical boundary are typically hard. We considered problems 

from combinatorial optimization as models in statistical physics. The cost func

tion was renamed as the Hamiltonian, a term more familiar to physicists and the 

ground states correspond to the solutions of optimization problems.

We outlined a few application of polynomial combinatorial optimization algo

rithms useful in extracting the universal zero-temperature properties for different 

disordered systems. Dijkstra's algorithm can be used for models of non-directed 

elastic lines on graphs with isotropically correlated random potentials. The pre- 

flow-push algorithm for minimum-cut/max-flow problems can be used to inves

tigate transitions that occur in a model for elastic manifolds in a periodic potential
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in the presence of point disorder.

The existence of many degenerate states and /o r metastable states is due to frus

tration. It is well known among computational physicists that for investigating 

disordered systems, finding the equilibrium states (or the ground states) is nearly 

impossible for large systems. Usually the size of the systems used is at most of 

the order of few hundred variables. A break-through technique that we discussed 

came from statistical physics where the cavity method was used successfully for 

systems with few millions of variables.

Problems that are NP-complete are unlikely to be solved exactly. In statistical 

physics, we are interested in results in the thermodynamic limit N  —» oo rather 

than for finite systems. So after we mapped problems from computer science to 

problems from statistical physics, we focused on classifying problems from statis

tical physics according to their computational complexity. For many NP-complete 

problems one more order parameter can be defined, and usually hard instances oc

cur around particular critical values of these order parameters. These critical val

ues form a boundary that separates the space of problems into three regions. One 

under-constrained region where the density of solutions is large so we can easily 

find solutions, one over-constrained region where is very unlikely to find a solu

tion and a third region which is between these two under- and over-constrained 

regions. Usually in this third region hard problems occur. We foccused on phase 

transitions from statistical physics and from computer science point of view but 

phase transitions are also interesting from the mathematical point of view because 

they are singular points.

Mainly, in this thesis the novel contribution is presented in Chapter 4 and in 

Chapter 5.

In Chapter 4 we introduced a more elegant and simple method for NP-complete 

problems, starting with Viana-Bray model and then continuing with the K-SAT
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and Coloring problems. We studied analytically and numerically these three hard 

problems using a method similar to the message passing procedure. A local or

der parameter which is important in the analysis of phase transition in frustrated 

combinatorial systems is the probability that a node is frozen in a particular state. 

There is a percolative transition when an infinite connected cluster of these frozen 

nodes emerges. The emergence of frozen order can be considered to be a form of 

constraint percolation which proved to be useful in making analogies with rigidity 

percolation and its associated matching problem. We showed that a giant frozen 

cluster emerges at the phase transition and the emergence is continuous for 2-SAT 

problem and is discontinuous for the K > 2 case. For the Coloring problem on 

random Bethe lattice, when q =  2 (so the two colors case), the onset of constraint 

percolation is of second order, similar to emergence of giant component in ran

dom graphs. However, using numerical methods it was shown that the onset of 

constraint percolation for q =  3 (the three colors case) is of first order.

Advances in molecular biology, analytical and computational techniques are 

proving to be powerful tools to systematically investigate the complex molecu

lar processes underlying biological systems. In particular, using high-throughput 

gene expression arrays, we are able to measure the output of the gene regulatory 

networks. To identify functional motifs in gene regulatory networks, in Chapter 5 

we developed novel methods to cluster genes in a systematic manner, beginning 

with the most highly correlated gene pairs. At each level in our clustering proce

dure, we identified the gene pair in each cluster with the strongest correlation. The 

most highly correlated gene pairs occur in small clusters and are interpreted as 

functional motifs in the gene regulatory network. As a future work we will focus 

on discovering functional pathways in these networks and on developing methods 

to control the activity of key functional pathways in these networks, particularly 

signaling pathways.
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B i b l i o g r a p h y
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